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Board of Trustees meeting

Students disrupt Board meeting
but have no effect on vote date
By R.A. Campos
and Justine Gianandrea

Students begin chanting as Board of Trustees vote to postpone a meeting in which they will vote on tuition increase.

New SGA executives elected
votes for any candidate.
Susan M. Herbst (vice-president-elect),
Robert Tranter (treasurer-elect) and Dan
Olawski (secretary-elect) received 490 votes,
478 votes and 472 votes, respectively.
Susco blamed the low turn-out on the fact
that four o f the five positions were unop
posed. “Most student government elections

dents to sacrifice their academic schedule to
fulfill the needs of the positions, and I guess
Asst. News Editor
it says something for student apathy on cam
pus,” he said.
The SG A election results have been
Nevertheless', he added that the total num
counted and Seth Leibowitz emerged the
ber o f voters almost doubled from last year’s
winner of the only contested position o f
figures.
student trustee. Leibowitz won with 423
Leibowitz, who will be sworn in on June
votes over Rich Kunze with 119
5, the day the Board of Trustees
votes.
will vote on a possible tuition
The student trustee position
raise, was not pleased with the
Votes
is a two-year term. The first year
tum-out, but agreed that it had
Board o f Trustees Alternate...Seth Leibowitz........423
is served as a non-voting mem
improved from last year.
ber and the following year as a
Rich Kunze
119
“I felt from campaigning that
voting member o f the ninestudents won’t come out to vote
President
Anthony Susco
510
member Board o f Trustees.
unless you take them by the
Vice President. ......................Susan Herbst.........490
The remaining fourpositions
hand and lead them to the polls.
Treasurer. ••.•-........ .
.RobertTranter........478
o f the SG A were unopposed.
I gave them lollipops and they
Secretary.
.Dan Olawski
472
Voter turn-out was approxi
still didn’t vote,” he said. “I still
mately 6.6 percent with 584 stu
don’t feel it’s an adequate rep
dents voting out o f approxi
resentation o f the student body
have a voter turn-out rate o f ten percent,” he
mately 9,000 undergraduates.
but it’s better this year. It’s a good step.”
Anthony V. Susco was re-elected' presi said. He attributed the lack o f candidates to
Cont. on p. 3
dent o f the SG A with 510 votes, the most other responsibilities. “It’s hard to get stu

By K. Mun

Election Results

Fifty students disrupted the Board of
Trustees meeting on April 11 and refused to
let members leave after they voted to postpone
their next meeting.
Scheduled for May 16, the meeting in
which board members will vote on a tuition
increase was postponed to June 5.
Paul Prior, SGA alternate to the Board of
Trustees, said that more time was needed to
get a more accurate assessment of the money
M SC will be receiving from the state but
objected to the June vote.
Prior said his concern is that if the board
decides to vote on the tuition increase in June,
students will not have a voice in the decision.
"I believe that the Board and the administration
seem to have the best intentions in mind, but
I have to question their ulterior motives. I feel
this college should have the dignity to raise
the tuition in front of their students," Prior
said.
Tony Susco, president of the SGA, ad
dressed the Board on behalf of the students to
keep the voting date May 16.
“Only through open discussion can the
students provide testimonies of the real ef
fects o f a tuition hike,” Susco said.
Susco then asked the Board to hear stu
dents speak at the meeting. The Board granted
permission to let five students speak.
James Cotter, a junior and history major,
spoke first. “Students need to be heard and
the Board needs to hear their testimonies. It’s
easy to sit in this room and not see the effects
a decision like this has on the student body,”
C otter said. A nother speaker, Steven
Hutchonson said, “Summer is the only time I
have to work. How will I know how many
jobs to work this summer to pay for school in
September if the decision is in June?”
After all five students spoke, the Board
voted to postpone the meeting to June 5.
Student Trustee Tamara Burke was the only
member who voted against the postponement.
The students began shouting, "What do
we want? A re-vote! When do we want it?
Now!” Several students then blocked the
doors and refused to let anyone leave until
Campus Police arrived.
President Irvin Reid also addressed the
Board meeting. “There should be an open
debate and students should have an open
forum. I urge the Board members to come
and hear the students,” Reid said.
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R E G IO N A L

ment" over the one he vetoed earlier
this year.

-An arson investigation by the
Passaic Country Arson squad and
city fire department kicked off. They
are investigating the most recent of
four fires in as many months as the
concert hall. The Capitol Theatre in
Passaic has begun to be demolished.
-Rutgers University has brought
suit against Nourse Farms, Inc.
Rutgers has charged the company with
negligence for mixing female aspara
gus with its "Super male asparagus."
Rutgers claims their super asparagus
is bigger, has longer spears and is
more disease resistant. Nourse was
contracted to raise the asparagus,
which produced both sexes of seeds
instead of only male.
-Fort Dix and the Philadelphia
Navy Shipyard will close, the casu
alties in the Defense Department's
bid to cut costs. The closings ordered
by Defense Secretary Cheney will save
$850 million overall.
-The New Jersey State Assembly
passed a bill banning discrimina
tion against smokers by employers.
The bill bans employers from hiring,
firing or promoting on the basis of
smoking off the job. Gov. Jim Florio
called the bill "an infinite improve
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-The Supreme Court by an 8-0 vote
set aside an order Justice Kennedy
issued that temporarily barred fatal
experiments on two monkeys in
Louisiana. People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals, an animal
rights group, has been trying to gain
custody of the two monkeys and two
others at the Tulane University Delta
Regional Primate Center. The group
claims thedeaths of the monkeys, who
are being kept by the National Institute
of Health, would destroy evidence
that the NIH has lied to Congress
about the care of the animals.
-A teen murderer had his argu
ments rejected that life in prison
without parole was cruel and un
usual punishment. The Supreme
Court also agreed to hear the cases of
prisoners who claim guards' use of
excessive force is cruel and unusual
punishment. A Louisiana State Prison
inmate's suit was thrown out of an
appeals court because he only suf
fered some loosened teeth and a split
lip.
-228,621 people were counted in a
campaign to countthehomeless.New
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Compiled by T.S. Lawton

York City had more homeless people
than any other city with 33,830. This
accounted for 15 percent of all the
homeless people nationally. Carol
Fennelly,an advocate for the home
less, called the count "bogus" and said
it was designed to produce a low
number so the administration can cut
programs related to the homeless.

IN T E R N A T IO N A L
-Iran has accused Iraq of a mili
tary incursion into Iranian territory.
Iraqi troops pursued Kurdish rebels
two miles into a mountainous area of
Iran. An Iranian letter to the U.N. said
Iraqi violations of the 1988 Iran-Iraq
cease fire agreement "are becoming
increasingly more serious and in fact
quite dangerous."
-Secretary of State James Baker is
heading back to the Middle East to
seize the opportunity to make way
for a Middle East peace conference.
Baker has already gotten Egypt, Jor
dan, Saudi Arabia, Israel, and Syria to
focus on what each nation will bring
to the talks.
-The European Economic Com
munity has voted in favor of a U.N.
mandated Kurdish Enclave and said
Saddam Hussein was responsible for
war crimes in the Persian Gulf War.

All information taken from CNN,
The Star Ledger, The Herald News
and The New York Times.
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Campus Police................... p. 5
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Fri.

, the community lifted sanctions on
imports of iron, gold coins and steel
from South Africa. The ECC will
continue bans on sporting events and
embargos on arms and crude oil from
the country.
-Kurdish and Shiite resistance
movements are finding new life.
Refugees, according to the Iranian
news agency, have reported new
fighting in Southern Iraq. Kurdish
rebel leaders are also recruiting men
from the refugee camps to return to
Iraq and fight.
-Kurdish refugees fleeing Saddam
Hussein's army are dying in the cold
of the mountains in Southern Tur
key, Northern Iraq and Western Iran.
Starvation and sickness are taking an
especially high toll on the elderly and
the young.
-President Bush has stopped in
sisting that a treaty on nuclear weap
ons be completed before he has a
m eeting with Soviet President
Gorbachev. The change in position
increases chances for a meeting be
tween the two.
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Main Editorial................. p. 10
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A nnouncem ents

Showers, m ayb e early storms

-A forum on the student press and First Amendment rights will be
held in the Student Center Ballrooms at noon on Monday, April 22.

High: 64-70

-Earth Day activities will be held Today, from 9 a.m.-3p.m., at the
Student Center Mall(rain location Ballrooms A,B, &C).

Low: 45-50

Rain, m ayb e late storms

High: 56-62

Low: 44-50

-Last week's Magazine crossword puzzle answers will be in next
week's issue of The Montclarion.
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T ru stees avoid
request fo r justice

Registration computers R e c y c l i n g
fail; inconveniences 275 lacks funds

By Karl Lomberk

By Matt Bernaldo

Staff Writer

Correspondent

M SC Board o f Trustees Chairperson
Robert A. Altman condemned the alleged
acts o f censorship by Campus Police and a
member o f the faculty against two photogra
phers o f The Montclarion in two separate in
cidents.
A ltm an said in a le tte r to The
M ontclarion's E d itor-in -C h ief M ichael
Walmsley, “I must admit that I would be
deeply and personally troubled if incidents
occurred on our campus which could lead to
the kinds o f allegations that you have raised.”
However, Altman passed-on the complaint
adding, “I hope you will understand that I
must refer the matter to the administration.”
The incidents, which occurred last year
involved two cases where film was confis
cated by cam pus p o lice from The
Montclarion’s reporters. Anthony DiPasquale
had taken a photograph o f campus police
coming out o f a Clove Road Apartment with
a student they’d just arrested when police
grabbed him and ripped out the film, damag
ing the camera. In the second incident, Kristen
Marcusen was taking pictures o f Coach
Blanton, whom The Montclarion reported had
falsified track records. She was intimidated
by Blanton and Campus Police hand over the
film and sign an affidavit saying she possessed
no other photographs o f Blanton.
Walmsley, in a letter o f complaint to the
Board o f Trustees, said the Board is ducking
its responsibilities by sending the matter back
to the administration which has already stated
that the matter is being handled by the State
Attorney General which handles the college's
legal matters.
“I question the leadership o f both the
administration and the Board o f Trustees for
not handling the two situations properly from
the beginning. These people are put in posi
tions o f leadership to make leadership deci
sions and not to pass on their decisions to the
state o f New Jersey,” Walmsley said.
This runaround between the Board of
Trustees and the adminstration has forced
Walmsley to seek legal counseling. “The
situation is currently being reviewed by our
lawyers, and they will advise us on any ac
tions to be taken in the future,” he said.
Walmsley has said all he wants is an
apology and a change of college policy pro
tecting the rights o f The Montclarion as a free
press, but would like to see a decision made.
“Somebody on this campus who is supposed
to make decisions should step forth and be
accounted for.”
According to Dean o f Students Edward
Martin a decision is forthcoming. “I think
probably the institutional response will come
from the President to The Montclarion Editor
in the near future,” Martin said.

For the third time in less than a year, the
computer system that runs registration
failed Thursday, disrupting registration
for about 275 students.
The system was restarted after about an
hour, but students scheduled to register
were told to come back Monday morning
so the entire system could be checked, said
Denise DeBlasio, Assistant Registrar. The
system is currently working, but students
planning to register are not out o f the
woods yet.
“It’s possible it could happen again,”
said Lynn Truesdell, assistant vice-presi
dent o f Information Services. Information
Services doesn’t know why the system

War on drugs

v s.

By Michael Fitzpatrick
Correspondent

AIDS and intravenous drug use shared
center stage much o f last Wednesday night at
a lecture given in Kops Memorial Lounge in
Russ Hall.
Dr. Jen y Mandel, who heads an outreach
program in the Bronx for drug users, spoke to
an audience o f about 100. The lecture was
titled. Drugs as a Public Health Issue.
Mandel, a proponent of drug legalization,
said that AIDS is the major public health
issue o f our time. He feels the war on drugs is
inhibiting the war on AIDS.
“$30 billion total per year is spent on the
war on drugs,” said Mandel “The war on
drugs clearly takes precedence over the war
on A ID S.”
Mandel said that identifying the popula
tion o f intravenous drug usersat risk o f get
ting AIDS is very important, and something
that has not gotten enough attention. Mandel
said that New York City keeps a surveillance
registry o f intravenous drug users, yet it was

Elections

fails, said Truesdell, adding that the last
time it failed was in January o f this year.
Information Services is currently working
on a program that would restart the system
if it were to fail again, said Truesdell, but
no one knows when it will be completed.
Truesdell hoped it would be completed by
next week.
There were no students scheduled to
register on Friday or Monday, so none of
the students lost priority due to the failure,
said DeBlasio. “W e decided not to take the
risk o f processing 275 students and finding
out Friday morning that there was a prob
lem,!’ said DeBlasio.
“People were upset to say the least,”
said Laura Dennis, an English major who
was waiting to register when the failure
occurred. “It was a major inconvenience to
have tocomebackearly Monday morning,”
said Dennis.

war on AIDS

discovered in city morgues, that two out of
three dead intravenous drug users were not on
that list.
After the lecture a student approached
Mandel andquestioned why the United States
could defeat Saddam Hussein in 100 hours,
yet cannot stop the flow o f drugs into the
country. T o this Mandel responded, “The war
with Iraq has had a terrible effect on peoples’
mentality. People now think we can do any
thing we want through military power.”
David Dodd, a professor of sociology at
M SC, who attended the lecture, agreed with
Mandel in that the money spent on the war on
drugs could be better appropriated. Dodd,
who favors “decriminalizing” drugs, said he
believes people are entitled to freedom o f
choice, yet points out that people also should
be educated as to the effects of drugs.
“Money should Be spent on education,
not all this cops and robbers garbage,” said
Dodd.
When asked what he felt about the chances
o f drug legalization, Dodd replied, “Slim. We
won’t see anything soon. Putting people in
prison though, is not a reasonable way to
address the problem.”

By Robert Bilotti
Correspondent___________________________
The administration must look elsewhere
for money to fund a recycling program on
campus, as a “priority package” detailing
such a program came back unfunded from the
Department of Higher Education, said Tho
mas Auch, Vice President o f Administration
and Finance.
The plan was designed and submitted by
Auch and Tom Stepnowski, Vice President
o f Facilities. According to Stepnowski, the
plan called for $ 6 0 ,0 0 0 per year to be spent on
recycling, including hiring personnel to col
lect the recyclables as well as containers and
transportation.
The school at present is involved in re
cycling through several different departments.
Elmo Crocker, Supervisor o f Landscaping,
outlined the present policy but stressed the
need for a recycling coordinator on campus.
Crocker said, “W e’re making an effort, but
there is not one person solidly coordinating.”
According to Crocker, aluminum cans in
the dormitories are handled by the students
while cans on campus are picked up by the
grounds maintenance people. Paper is picked
up by maintenance, but only when the offices
set it aside and call for a pick up. Leaves and
grass clippings are deposited by the land
scaping crew in the Quarry compost. Crocker
is also said thatthe state may soon require that
50% o f all possible recyclables collected,
more reason for one person to oversee opera
tions.
The rejected plan did not contain a provi
sion for hiring a recycling coordinoator. It did
warrant hiring full or part time people to do
campus collection. Stepnowski also indicated
a desire to get a vendor who would provide
the containers and labor to haul the recyclables
off, in exchange for the lower costs o f bring
ing the recyclables to the plants "presorted.”
Whether such a contract can be achieved will
be known when the present carrier’s contract
runs out. Stepnowski said, “Recycling is
complicated but necessary.”
The initial barrier, however, is obtaining
the funds to begin such a program. Auch sees
the fiscal year 1992 “budget crunch” as the
main cause o f the delay. According to Auch,
it is unclear where the money will come from
but sees the need for steps to be taken.

from p.l

Twelve new legislators were also in
ducted into the SGA. The new legislators
each had to obtain 150 signatures from
undergraduate students and have a 2.25
GPA to qualify for the position.
This brings the total number o f voting
members in the S G A which has an annual
budget o f approximately $580,000, to 40
people.

The Montclarion elections for
editors will be held on Wednesday,
April 24 in room 113 of the Student
C enter Annex at 5 :3 0 p.m.
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T h e G o o d , th e B a d , an d th e U gly
Monday, April 2 2 ,1 9 9 1 8 :0 0 PM SC Cafeteria
A Multi-Media Lecture by B arry Drake
C L U B is a Class One of the SGA
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C A M P U S P O L IC E

4-18 Thu. Art Forum Lecture: Blair Tate, weaver and tapestry artist, free, 35p.m., Calcia Auditorium. 893-4307
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4-18 Thu. Complementary Dispute Resolution by Rosemary Higgins Cass,
free, 7:30 p.m., Kops Lounge. 893-4152

Compiled by Jim Aquavia

4-19 Fri. Latin American Conference, a conference on the new canon of
Latin American literature, 9:30 a.m.-6p.m., Student Center ballrooms. 893-

April 9 : Between 10:00 p.m. and 12:50 a.m. an unattended purse was
stolen from an office and was recovered intact except for the wallet later
that day in the Student Center.
April 10: Between 2:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. a 1988 Plymouth parked
in lot #9 was broken into and was stolen.
April 10: 7:30 p.m. A fight between four female residents in Blanton
Hall resulted in four arrests with two of the residents being sent to
Mountainside Hospital for head and arm injuries. All four residents were
processed by campus police and released without bail. A probable cause
hearing on assault is pending in Hawthorne Municipal Court.
April 11: 12:19 a.m. a male resident of Freeman Hall notified campus
police that he was receiving telephone calls from a female who threatened
to damage his car.
April 11: Between 1:00 a.m. and 1:30 a.m. a Domino’s Pizza sign was
stolen from a delivery car parked in lot #17.
April 11: Between 3:00 p.m. and 3:15 p.m. the window of a 1980
Chevrolet Camaro parked in lot #13 was smashed.
April 12: Between 3:00 a.m. and 4:00 a.m. the window of a 1988 Ford
parked in lot #24 was smashed.
April 1 2 : 1:00 p.m a 1983 Nissan Pulsar parked in lot #24 was broken
into leaving its antenna bent and door handle smashed.
April 14: 9:00 p.m. a Stone Hall resident notified Campus Police of an
individual tampering with a vending machine in order to get candy out of
it. The individual has been identified and Campus Police may press
charges.

7511
4-20 Sat. CLEF Workshop, Social Science/History, 10a.m.-lp.m., College
Hall rm. 121. 893-4431.
4-22 Mon. The Student Press: Firtst Amendment Rights and
Responsibilities, free, noon, Student Center Ballrooms.
4-22 Mon. Multilingualism in Sierra Leone, by Watson Sankoh and
Mohamed Kamara, both of Sierra Leone, 3-5p.m., Kops Lounge in Russ
Hall.
4-23 Tue. sem inar Job Hunting Tactics, free, 2-3p.m., Student Center
Annex 106.
4-24 Wed. seminar Interviewing, free, 2-3:30p.m., Student Center rm. 417.
4-24 Wed. Perspectives on Time in Portugal and the USA by Maria Jose
Figuiroa-Rego, free, 3-5p.m., Russ Hall rm. 110.
4-24 Wed. Sufism: Mystical Dimension in Islam, by Seyyed Hossein Nasr
of George Washington University, free, 8p.m., Kops Lounge in Russ Hall.
4-25 Thu. seminar Interviewing, free, 6-7:30p.m., Student Center rm. 417.

F I L M / T H E A T E R
4-18 Thu. film: Cinema Paradiso, free, 7p.m., Student Center ballroom C.
4-20 Sat. Ama and the White Crane, an original play by Maureen O'
Toole, $ 2 ,10a.m. & lp.m ., Studio Theater. 893-4221
4-21 Sun. film/discussion: MASH by Robert Altman, free, 7p.m., Calcia
Auditorium. 893-7565
4-24 Wed. The Great College Drive-in Movie featuring Frankenhooker and
Ghost, $5/car , $2/ person, 8:30p.m., gates open 8p.m., Clove Road lot #28.

Estudiantes muestran
su desacuerdo
Por Jorge L. Cruz
Staff Writer

Al parecer las autoridades de M SC se han
olvidado de que e x is te un grupo de
aproximadamente 3 0 0 estudiantes asistiendo
a clases los fines de semana.
Es obvio que no se pueden contar con los
mismos servicios en un sabado o domingo,
como los que están disponibles durante los
días de la semana. Pero es inaceptable que los
estudiantes del fin de semana carezcan de los
.
/
servicios básicos.
No es extraño llegar al colegio un sabado
por la mañana y encontrar en el suelo la barra
de p ro tecció n de la entrada del
esta cio n am ien to para lo s m iem bros
facultativos de M SC, situado al frente del
“Partridge Hall”. Dicho estacionamiento esta
supuesto, junto con el lote No 13, a dar
servicio a los estudiantes del fin de semana.
El semeste anterior dichos estacionamientos
se encontraban abiertos durante los viernes,
sábados y domingos. Sin embargo, en el
semestre actual el estacionamiento de los
miembros de la facultad permanece cerrado
para los estudiantes, los viernes y muchas
veces los sábados. A esto tenemos que añadir
que en ocasiones hay actividades especiales
en el colegio, las cuales requieren del lote No

13 como estacionamiento para los visitantes.
Los Estudiantes se ven en la necesidad de
estacionar sus autos en lugares alejados del
edificio en el cual reciben sus clases. O en
definitiva romper la barra de protección de la
entrada del estacio n am ien to para los
profesores.
Otro grave problema que enfrentan los
estudiantes del fin de sem anales la falta de
personal de mantenimiento que se encargue
de limpiar el “Partridge Hall”, en el cual se
imparten la mayoría de los cursos ofrecidos
durante los fines de semana. Es increíble la
imagende insalubridad queeledificiomuestra
los domingos, debido a la gran cantidad de
basura acumulada durante los dos día
anteriores.
Es aquí donde los estudiantes deben de
contribuir con su granito de arena para
aminorar el problema. A la carencia de una
persona encargada de la limpieza, deben evitar
arrojar la basura al suelo. No cuesta nada dar
unos cuantos pasos y depositar la basura en
los recipientes provistos para ello.
S i las autoridades del colegio no se
preocupan de brindar losservicios adecuados,
los estudiantes deben buscar la forma de
afrontar los problemas contacto e inteligencia.
Por su parte las autoridades tendrán que
reaccionar, o de lo contrario seguirán gastando
tiempo y dinero cambiando “barritas de
m adera” en las en trad as de los
estacionamientos.
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4-18 Thu. junior recital: Erik Wendelken, double bass, 8p.m., McEachem
Recital Hall.
4-20 Sat. Opera Workshop: Four Saints in Three Acts, $5 students and
senior citizens, $8 standard, 3p.m. 8p.m., Memorial Auditorium.
4-21 Sim. junior recital: Pawel Pietryka, guitar, 3p.m., McEachem Recital
Hall. 893-5228
4-23 Tue. faculty recital: Andrew Schulman, guitar, 8p.m., McEachem
Recited Hall.
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4-19 Fri. Campus Clean Up, volunteer, meet in front of the Student Center
and bring a garbage bag.
4-22 Mon. Poetry Reading, Sharon Olds, author of three acclaimed
volumes of poetry, noon, Student Center rm. 411. 893-7320
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Mon. Union for Lesbian Gay & Bisexual Concerns Meeting, 3 p.m.- 5 p.m.,
Student Center 418.
Tue. & Wed. Tae Kwon Do Club meetings, 7-9p.m., wrestling room in Panzer
Gym.
Wed. Conservation Club Meeting, 3 p.m. Student Ccnmter Cafeteria G
Thu. Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship Meeting, 7:30 p.m. Student Center 411.
Thu. Public Telescope Night, 8-9 p.m. in front of Richardson Hall, cancelled if

M

weather is cold, cloudy or windy. 893-4166
Sim. Mass, 11 a.m. Kops Lounge.

Illm i l

Events are subject to change without notice.
Canlendar events are due In The Montdsrion by ^ p.m. Tue.
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COLLEGE LIFE UNION BOARD
presents:

Great American Drive-In Movie
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24,1991
Feature presentations:

"GHOST"
&
" FRANKENHOOKER"

Location: Clove Road Parking Lots
$ 5.00/car, $ 2.00/person
Gates open at 8:00 p.m., movie
starts at 8:30 p.m.
\

CLUB -Class I of the SGA
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Imagine Lennon in the Student Center Walking for a cause:

MSC Greeks step out in style
By Beth Belof
Staff Writer

Students Beverly Masterson, Cassandra Wetzel and Suzanne Smith (1-r) admire the
painting of John Lennon which now hangs across from the bookstore. The portrait,
worth $3,500, is a gift to the college from artist Denny Dent, who painted Lennon's and
three other entertainers' portraits in about an hour at last year's Spring Week Carnival.
Class One Concerts sponsored the show, and voted to decide which picture the campus
would keep. Student Center maintenance bolted the frame and the painting to the wall
earlier this week for permanent display, and a plaque with a quote from Imagine should
accompany the painting shortly.

They gath
ered at Columbus
Middle School in
Clifton on a warm
Sunday a fter
noon. Those out
side thought of the
d istan ce to be
covered— 15 ki
lo m e te r s — and
the
tension
m ounted. “No
sweat,” some said.
“I can handle it. I
think.” Time for
one more drink
and a chance to tie
th eir sn eakers.
“On your mark,”
the man called .
“Get set...” They The brothers of Theta Xi and the sisters of Sigma Delta Phi who
w ere
o ff participated in the multiple sclerosis Walkathon.
and...walking.
That’s right, walking. On Sunday, April that 300 people participated in last week’s
walk from the Columbus Middle School to
7, 30 M SC students sweated out the 80degree weather that day to join thousands of Farleigh Dickenson University in Teaneck.
others nationwide in the MS Walkathon. The “It seemed like more people did it last year,”
walkers were members of Theta X i (a na he said. “Hopefully more people will get
tional fraternity which participates every involved next time.”
Blacker was one “walker” who decided to
year), Sigma Delta Phi (a local sorority also
run
for most of the 15 kilometers, but said that
on campus) and Zeta (a local interest group).

cont. on p. 8

Dave Blacker, a member o f Theta X i, said

All Around the Campus: The Community Speaks
Compiled by Dave Pollock

How do you feel about the Board of Trustees moving the vote on the tuition increase to June?

"It's really unfortunate that they don’t get
to see the student reaction to the hike. If
the Board o f Trustees is planning this
meeting to avoid the student body, it's just
an underhanded ploy to avoid criticism."

"I think they should be more concerned about
the students' rights and opinions."

"As usual, I don't know how much say we
have. I guess they want to avoid the conflict
and hoopla o f last time. It seems to me that if
half o f the student body works to pay for
tuition, we should have a say in deciding the
tuition."

"Just like Montclair!"

Sandra Alvarez
Junior/Business

Pam Swenson
Sophomore!Fashion studies!Management

Cindi Krawiec

Keith Washington

Junior!Broadcasting

SeniorlEnglish
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” Homeless” trees grow on students Greeks walk
fo r a cause
cont. from p. 7

Senior Ginger Cox (far right) helps some campus visitors "adopt" Douglass Fir saplings on Tuesday as part o f the Conservation Club's
Earth Day Week on campus. Colleen Fehrenbach, the event's chairperson, said that the organization got 400 trees from Mahanoy
Valley Nurseries in Duncannon, PA, and that approximately 350 of them were "adopted" by people on campus. The rest were to be
given away at the campus Earth Day on Thursday (National Earth Day is Monday, April 22). Conservation Club member Lisa Arlotta
said that the trees were "conveniently packed" in biodegradable cups, and fellow member Lynn Miller added that anyone could be
a "parent" to the saplings. "They just had to sign adoption papers, promise to be good parents and plant the tree," she said.

his “brothers” had a good time on the way to
FDU taking pictures, joking with each other,
and enjoying the free refreshments. He added
that they also took pride in doing something
to help raise money for a cure for multiple
sclerosis, a disease o f the central nervous
system that attacks people usually between
the ages o f 20 and 35.
“It’s for a worthwhile cause,” he said.
Carl Zeitz, Theta X i ’s treasurer, agreed.
Zeitz said that while the walk was a lot o f fun
to do with friends, it was also a good way to
get in touch with the community. He remem
bered that some o f the “brothers” greeted
area residents during the walk and even asked
them to join in some o f the pictures.
“It’s a great way to see Greek organiza
tions interact with each other and also with
the community,” he said.
Although most o f the walkers finished
the trek in two and a half hours, there is no set
time limit. The walkers receive money from
their sponsors only if they complete the walk,
no matter how long they take.
In addition, participants received T-shirts
and energy-boosting refreshments along the
way such as fruit and juices.
Blacker said that the group raised $300
for their efforts, and that he was looking
forward to a stronger turn-out from the cam
pus next year. “Even though people missed
their chance this year, they shouldn’t let next
year pass them by,” he said.

îîlainstage Theater Series

Eating Disorders

Department of Broadcasting. Speech, Communication, Dance, and Theatre

Do you struggle with eating...bingeing

The Life and flduentures of

You can help fight
the binge-purge
cycle by furthering
research in the field.
Participate
in a 40 minute
NO PRESSURE
question/answer
interview
CONFIDENTIALITY
GUARANTEED
$10 Reimbursement
1

presents

llicolastlickleby
Compelling characters come to life
inabggoneera

may H and 9-11 at 8pm
may 3 and ID at 2:15pm
m E m 0 R I fl L fl U D I T 0 R I 11 m
tor more information and reseruations call 893-5112

EVERYONE'S INVITED
To The Drop-In Center's
»

OPEN
HOUSE

TUESDAY, APRIL 2 3 ...all day ! !
service of the SGA
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The first LaserWriter
that fits in yourwallet.
Now you can get impressive, professional
looking documents without having to wait in
long lines to use the laser printer over at the
computer lab.
The Personal LaserWriter” LS printer is the
most affordable Apple" LaserWriter ever. It has
the power to let you produce crisp text and

IntroducingtheaffordablePersonalLaserWriterLS.

For further information visit
Hie College Store
©

rich, high-definition graphics at a rate of up
to foui* pages per minute.
And, perhaps best of all, it’s from Apple designed so now you can get everything out
of a Macintosh” computer that Apple
built into it. Not just the power to look
your best. The ¡rower to be your best?

1991 .Ipple Computer. Inc. Apple, theApple logo. Macintosh. LaserWriterami "Ihepotter to beyour hist ' ' are registered trademarks o f Apple Computer. Inc.

The Global Education Center

The Department of Economics

Office of the President, Montclair State

School of Business, Montclair State

ERAF
Center For Economic Research on Africa

School of Business, Montclair State

present:

Environmental Policies
for
Sustainable-Economic Growth
in Africa
An International Conference with Panel Presentations by

Joan Martin Brown, Chief,
Regional Office,
United Nations Environmental Programme
Washington, D.C.

Kevin Cleaver, Chief,
Agricultural Division,
West Africa Department
The World Bank, Washington, D.C.

Korinna Horta, Staff Economist
Africa Program
Environmental Defense Fund
Washington, D.C.

Thomas H. Fox, Director,
The Center for International Development
and the Environment
World Resources Institute, Washington, D.C.

G.M.B. Kariisa, Deputy Director,
Central Projects Department
African Development Bank and Fund
Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire
Keynote Address by:

Tom O. Kargbo, Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,
Permanent Mission of the Republic of Sierra Leone to the United Nations

Registration in Russ Hall,

Monday, May 6, 1991

Economics Dept. Room 206
Registration deadline: April 25

Kops Lounge, Russ Hall
8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Conference and Luncheon fee:
$13.00 with valid MSC I.D.
Your check is payable to Montclair State College

This advertisement has been sponsored by the Economics Society of Montclair State, a Class II Organization of the S.G.A.
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Is the administration avoiding its
responsibilities to the student body?
What does it mean to be a leader? The
staff o f The Monclarion has always be
lieved that it consists of the ability to make
command decisions that attempt to benefit
everyone involved. Decisions not simply
based on the advantages they give to the
party making them, but ones that carefully
weigh their effects on everyone involved.
The administration o f M SC does not, in
our opinion, share this same conception of
the term "leadership." In this year alone, the
campus community has witnessed a lack of
action taken by the very people who are paid
to make such decisions on several separate
incidents.
The first had to do with the violation of
&Montclarion reporter's First Amendment
rights as a journalist last May. After iden
tifying him self as a reporter covering a
commotion between students and Campus
Police, the reporter had his film destroyed
and camera damaged. Charges could have
been filed for both assault and freedom of
the press violations, but we didn't because
the administration assured us that the matter
would be thoroughly investigated and jus
tice would be served.
That was almost a year ago, and we are
still waiting for justice to be served. Both

the Administration and the Board o f Trustees
are hiding under a blanket o f bureaucratic red
tape, claiming that since the possibility o f
legal action was suggested, they can not com
ment. Yet, both on and o ff the record, The
Montclarion has denounced taking M SC to
court in exchange for having the administra
tion fulfill its promise o f taking care of the
situation themselves.
The second incident involves again the
confiscation o f a photographer's film by
Campus Police, but this time the administra
tion was guilty o f a double cover-up. The
photographer was taking pictures o f Coach
Blanton who was in the news for allegations
o f falsifying track records. It was up to the
administration again to make the command
decision to investigate the allegations, but
instead elected to ignore the incident and
hope it would just disappear. Thefearofhow
the college might look if the allegations o f
record falsification were true was so intense,
it over shadowed the administration's obliga
tion to serve justice to the students.
The latest situation but certainly not the
least, the most recent disappointment-the
changing of the Board o f Trustees' meeting
until after school's out to avoid student input.
This time a decision was made, but not one

that involved the interests o f the students
and faculty as well as the administrators.
It is time the appointed leaders o f this
institution take a long, hard look at their
policies, and try to remember the prin
ciples for which higher education was
founded upon in this country. Things like
keeping in mind the needs o f the students,
and providing the best academic and ethi
cal environment to best foster learning. It
is not the jo b o f the administration or the
Board o f Trustees to devote time into
avoiding the mistakes made in the past, or
trying to become a university, or even
working to increasing administrative sala
ries so they are among the highest in the
state. The needs o f the entire campus must
take precedent over the image o f the school,
and it is time that the administration re
learn how to make the right decisions.
A step in the right direction would be
for the administration to attempt to address
these situations, and hopefully find a way
to work them out that would satisfy ev
eryone involved. That is what leaders are
paid to do: make the tough decisions
keeping in mind the needs o f everyone
involved.

Students find courage to stand up for
their rights at the Trustees' meeting
Last Thursday, a group o f about 40 MSC
students-myself included-attended the Board
of Trustees meeting in the Student Center. We
had one goal in mind at the time: get the Board
to hold its next meeting on the originally
scheduled date in May, when students are still
on campus and can take active role in the
Board’s decisions, particularly regarding a tu
ition increase. The Board, in a slick and calcu
lated move, had opted to move the May meeting
to June, when most students have vacated the
MSC campus.
When the vote was taken Thursday evening,
the Board decided in fact to hold the meeting in
June. It was that time that myself and a number
of other students jumped to our feet, shouting
down the Board’s decision and demanding a re
vote. As more studentsjoined in, and as students
began marching around the conference table
where the Board members sat aghast, the meeting
was abruptly adjourned, and the Board members
attempted to leave the room. It was at this
crucial point that a group o f us used our bodies
to block the two exits. The Board members
requested that they be allowed to leave, and
members o f the administration that were in
attendance warned of the severe penalties that
qould spring from such actions. But we refused

to budge.
As campus police gathered outside the ex
its, a brief shoving match ensued in which I
found myself pinned against a door frame, and
a stunning revelation came over me: the situa
tion that I had helped to precipitate could end in
violence and arrest. This became utterly clear.
As I looked around the interior of the room at the
anxious faces of my fellow students, the reasons
why we had chosen to undertake such severe
actions returned to me, and I experienced a
surge of courage and a renewed commitment to
what we were struggling for.
In the end, after detaining the Board mem
bers in the room for about 30 minutes, it was
decided that at so pivotal a moment and at so
early a stage in this year’s struggle that the arrest
o f several student leaders would not be in the
best interests of the students. A call was made to
cease blocking the exits, and the members of the
Board and the administrators quickly cleared
the room.
Looking back on the events o f that after
noon, one word to describe what took place
continues to surface in my mind: courage. All of
the students who attended the Board meeting,
all who helped to disrupt the proceedings, all
who supported the effort to block the exits,

showed an unprecedented amount of valor.
Threats of arrest and suspension went ignored,
as students acknowledged that there are some
things that are worth getting arrested or sus
pended for. Courage enabled David to slay
Goliath; it enabled Ghandi to liberate India; it
enabled Rosa Parks to gently say “no" when she
was ordered to give up her seat on that Mont
gomery bus. Andcourage can enable the students
of MSC - o f all state colleges - to win this
struggle for affordable tuition and student rights.
Courage means standing up to those in
positions of authority and power, it means
placing oneself in harm’s way; it means the
willingness to make personal sacrifices for the
general good. I truly hope that the student body,
the executive board of the SGA, the faculty and
staff o f MSC - in short, all o f us - will find within
ourselves the courage necessary to pursue this
struggle and to prevail. It is the right to an
education - once held to be fundamental and
basic - for which we are fighting. Perhaps, in
light o f all that is at stake, courage will not be
hard to come by.
Tony Bavaro
Senior/English

Letters must be typewritten, accompanied by a name, year, and
major, and be submitted by Monday at 3 p.m. The Montclarion
reserves the right to edit all editorial letters for spelling, grammar,
and brevity.
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4 w ays to help M SG
b alance the budget
It has come mto my awareness that M SC
foresees great difficulty in overcoming the
problems it faces balancing its budget.
I believe I have the solution. The key to
maintaining a balanced budget year after year
is to ensure that every penny that comes into
the college works toward bringing in even
more revenue. This involves four items.
First: Build. Everyone knows that con
struction boosts the economy (or at least
helps it a little). Perhaps a huge new building
with academic things like classrooms and
faculty offices in it. Or better, leave it empty.
Buying desks just doesn’t bring in revenue,
and it won’t matter because we aren’t going
to pay teachers to teach in it (see point 4 ) so
why buy desks? Also, a new access road. It
shouldn’t cost more than three million to put
a road going down to Valley, and it will
increase the visibility o f the college to passers
by. This is important. (Never mind the fact
that we already have four roads leading into
campus, and that two are blocked o ff most of
the time.)
Second: Publish. Aegis, Insight, Inquiry,
Alumni Life, things like this. Whether or not
people on campus read them is irrelevant.
They are to be sent out to all the people who
give the college money. Businesses, State
Legislators, and other colleges. Make them
very high quality, too. Don’t use recycled
paper, use the extra glossy coated paper. Use
full color. Sure, these things cost a lot more,
and it is bad for the environment, but hey, it
looks real classy. And looks are everything.
Third: Institutionalize. What I mean by
this is develop many extraneous programs
and Iastitutes to the advancement o f someth in g -o r-o th er
and
C enter
for
Whatchamacallit. What they actually are and
do doesn’t really matter, but they should
sound very important and intellectual.
Hopefully, each institute will have its own
newsletter (see point 2, above). Pick hip
things like Critical Thinking and Global Edu
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Jews are entitled to their
land in Israel

Unfortunately, the readers o f The Mont
cation. This will impress those who give
M SC money. Global Education doesn't have clarion have been deceived by last week's
to mean anything more than Critical Think editorial on the Palestine Problem. The
ing or Affirmative Action because it's all for opinions were obviously written without any
knowledge o f the history of Israel and the
show anyway.
Fourth: Trim the fat. There are many world wide problem o f Anti Semitism.
To begin, in 1917 Great Britain (which
projects at M SC that do little more than suck
money. Perhaps they may teach someone controlled Palestine) issued the famous
something, but they do nothing but hinder a Balfour Declaration which proclaimed Pal
balanced budget. These should be removed. estine a Jewish National home. The Jews
There are some things that would be difficult spent thousands o f years o f wandering and
to cut outright, like TAG and EOF. The best being murdered by Arabs (including Egyp
way to limit the amount o f monies these tians, Iranians, Iraqis, and any other Arab/
programs waste is to advertise a percentile Islamic country where there was a Jewish
increase in their lines (which makes the col minority) and other peoples including the
lege look good) but not enough to cover Spanish Inquisition, the Roman Empire, and
inflation. And what is this garbage about many more hateful people. W ell, as SQon as
faculty salary increases? Those who have to the immigration started, the Palestinians tried
wrestle with balancing the budget certainly to kill o ff the incoming Jew s but the spirit o f
the Jews were too strong to be broken by
should be paid more than anyone else.
If these four simple points are followed, those murderous Palestinians.
Hitler and the Holocaust then came where
the problems with the budget will disappear.
Monies will not be wasted on things like at least S I X M IL L IO N JE W S W E R E
teachin, but every dollar will work to bring in M U RD ERED B E C A U SE TH EY W ERE
even more. As long as we have fancy programs JEW S. Unsurprisingly, most o f the Arab world
with intellectual names and shiny new build supported Hitler and his attempt to eliminate
ings, like the examples above, everyone will the Jews. During and after W W II, immigra
be so impressed that the donations will come tion by the Jews to Israel increased for obvious
pouring in. Also, as we are a state college, our reasons. The United Nations then attempted
shininess will make the State of New Jersey to solve the Israeli/Arab problem by dividing
come out looking good, too. They will be Palestine into two parts, one for Arabs, and
glad to give us money. O f course, they won’t one for the Jews, with the holy city o f Jerusa
want to give us money to pay teachers to lem under the U.N. administration. The Jews,
teach in the new building, but so what? The i who wanted peace, accepted this proposal,
institution o f M SC will remain, and with a ; but the uncompromising Arabs didn’t and
threatened to go to war. Then in 1948, the
balanced budget. How nice.
Jews declared themselves the Independent
Hannover Fiste
Senior Nation o f Israel. The Arabs then kept their
English/Philosophy promise and several Arab countries attempted
PS Oh my, how silly of me. M SC does to take over and eliminate the Jews but were
this already. Well, good for them. They still beaten back easily. Then in 1949, Israel be
have budget problems? W ell, they can always came a member of the United Nations.
As the years went on, border fighting and
raise tu ition . P e a c e , p ity, love and
other battles occurred with the Jews always
antidecompartmentalism.
being victorious. Then in 1967, the Arab
nations o f a combined population of 110

j

million attacked Israel (population 3 mil
lion). Well in a mere S IX D A YS, the superior
Israeli forces whipped the Arab forces into a
cease-fire ordered by the U.N. Unfortunately,
more wars occurred, but each time, Israel
remains supreme in the Middle East. After
being invaded and winning these wars, Israel
did what every other nation did after winning
a war, (including the USA
SSR , European
countries, African counnies, etc.,) they an
nexed the land in which they won, also known
as “occupied territory.”
Sobasically all the Palestinians are crying
about it that they want their land back after
committing naked aggression against Israel.
That’s like giving the losing team the cham
pionship cup! Can you believe how ignorant
they are! They expect to be rewarded for their
“sins” and failures! My God, how stupid can
you b e!!!! The nerve o f them to expect any
kind of sympathy after all the years o f hate
and murder. And to top it all off, the Pales
tinians supported Saddam during “Desert
Storm !!!” As scud missiles killed innocent
Jews, the Jordanians, Palestinians, and Lord
knows how many more Arabs and non-Arabs
were dancing with jo y in the streets. These
people do not deserve to live in Israel, and the
funny thing about their search for a home
problem is that no other Arab country wants
them either. Think about that for a moment if
you dare!!!
Isn’t it about time we stop hating each
other because of simple differences such as
race, religion, philosophy, or any otherexcuse.
Regardless o f those superficial differences,
we are all the same biologically and should
treat each other with mutual respect. I ’m not
saying we have to love each other oreven like
each other, but I am saying we must respect
each other and accept each other as equals or
else we will never have peace on earth. Come
on. Let's all grow up and start getting along!
Matthew J . Swartz
Junior/Physical Education

C am pus Cops need to
F ra t. to begin campus
educate them selves
clean up

This is dedicated to all the hard working
people that we call Campus Police, and we at
M SC want you to know that we love you, and
hope that you (the Campus Police) get real
jobs soon.
Almost two whole years in this great
school o f ours. Met nice people, made won
derful friends, but none have been as unfor
gettable as the so-called Cop, my friend.
He is there to greet me, every night when
I come home from work. His bright, colorful
lights reflect o ff my car and fill my wonder
ing eyes. M y car papers already in my lap,
since he asks for them every night. On his
door reads "to protect and serve" but I wonder
if it means to harass and make money. He
said, “You were going 16 on a 15. I ’ll let you
go this time but don’t let it happen again."
Maybe they are just bored or maybe they
are just mad because they had to retire from

being real cops; or maybe they are just being
vengeful because they never received such
high education, and have to show us their
frustration by making false accusations and
giving us tickets than even McDonalds
wouldn’t accept. They are happy fellas be
cause M SC and the State o f New Jersey gives
them free transportation and handcuffs to
playhouse in their Police Station. Their bellies
popping out o f their stained light blue shirts.
Look in their holster, all you see is a sling shot
and updated coupons to Dunkin' Donuts.
These are the people that are here to
protect us and make sure we get our educa
tion. I say to you, the Educated person, pay no
attention to the feeble attempt by the so called
cop to corrupt our education, and lead us in
the wrong direction.
Jo se L . Cruz
Sophomore/Undeclared

W e, the members o f Theta X i national
fraternity, in response to Chris Laskowich’s
article in the April 11 issue o f The Mont
clarion concerning waste and litter on cam
pus grounds, are involved in a campus
clean-up along with the conservation club.
This clean-up will be held on April 19.
W e “as upholders o f high student stan
dard” urge all to participate by either join
ing in with Theta X i and the Conservation
Club in the clean-up or reduce our task by
not littering.
We would like to thank Chris Laskowich
for bringing this important and embarrassing
issue to the campus public.

The Brothers of Theta Xi
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D O N ’T M IS S the S E N I O R S W IN G !

BOWLING

B O W L IN G

T h u rsd a y , M a y 2 ,1 9 9 1
at th e W e st M o u n t C o u n try C lub
8 P M - 1 AM
D in n e r, D a n cin g , O p en B ar (ID R e q ’d)

BOWLING

Bids $40 per person. Tickets in SGA Office until April 26th
(Open to all students on April 21)
For m ore info: Contact Helen
Archontou X4202 or SGA Office

WHEN: FRIDAY APRIL 19,1991
9:30 AM
WHERE: VERONA LANES
DETAILS: FOUR PERSON TEAMS
3 GAMES, FREE REFRESHMENTS
COST $6.00
TO REGISTER CALL
CAMPUS RECREATION 8 9 3 - 7 4 9 4

CLUB

is
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the

SGA

a f r e n z y o f cash g r a b b in g e x c ite m e n t

^
Pi

"featuring the great
money machine”

S tu d e n t C e n te r C a fe
1 2 noon
T u esd ay,' A p r il 2 3
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The transcendence of emotion through music
By R . A. Campos
Staff Writer

Floating and subtly drifting, but solid,
with distinctive form and weight Music
that can be grasped with every extended,
sense. Tangible, yet it cannot be held, like
liquid flowing through your fingers and:
pulsating through your mind. Fleeting
and static, yet controlled. A feeling of
inner peace that stirs passion through a
lack of understanding. A transcendence
of fluid emotion through music. Explain
able, yet unexplainable. (Yes played
Brendan Byrne Arena on Sunday, April
14. They were cool.)
Eight Minstrels o f God stood pouring
m usical essence in technicolor on a crowd
that went from complete silence in the
shadow o f their art to deafening intensity in
the light o f their genius. A cloud o f musical
precedence was exhaled from the stage,
breathed! in by the audience and held l l |
until their lungs gave out. (Eight mem
bers o f the band played; Steve Howe
and TVeyor Rabin on guitars, B ill
Brueford and Alan White on drums and
percussion,Tony Kaye and
R ic k

Wakeman on Keyboards* Chris Squire on
bass and Jon Anderson on vocals. The crowd
thought they were cool.)
They stood at the center o f the arena on a
circular rotating stage in which the audience
could see each performer from every pos
sible angle, and vice-versa. Lights poured
down from above the stage from retracting
beams. It looked like an eightrlegged-light
show with it’s tentacles rising, spreading
lights and lasers over the ivhole stage, then
retracting, incasing the performers in a cage
o f flood lights. (Both the stage set-up and
light show was cool.)
Each guitarist exchanged a musical dia
logue throughout the show, each with an
individual sound, but at the same time syn
chronous and synonymous. One enhancing:
the other, then the other enhancing the one.
Each had a solo performance, defining their
own style, but together they sounded anfluid
as one musician playing two instruments,
(Howe and Rabin were cool.)
The bass was ecstatic and thunderous, a
distinctive style that flowed
with the music whife:Solidi
fying it,:; A backbbne o f the"
bands symphonic sound,-fete:
bass player for Yes adds a depth
and dimension to the music, that
could be produced by qQ;other than

N eal
D o u g h erty 's

Record Irreverence
"Call out the instigators /because there's
something in the air."

James Simon wrote a book strangely
enough entitled: TH E S T R A W B E R R Y
The above lyrics are from verse one o f
STA TEM EN T chronicling the 1968 stu
SOM ETHING IN TH E A IR a song that ev
dent takeover o f and at Columbia Univer
eryone has heard, which still receives airplay,
sity. As coincidental as this may sound, my
and constitutes Thunderclap Newman’s
mentioning an album, containing a song
greatest and only hit. Thunderclap Newman
that is also contained on a soundtrack album,
was a three piece band, whose only claim to
which shares the same title as a book that I
fame is as a one hit wonder. The album
have just mentioned (thirty-four words ago),
entitled HOLLYW OOD DREAM does not
I mean like it seems that I am finally cor
disclose the date it was produced, interesting
relating something. Interesting enough I find
enough by Pete Townsend. Irregardless o f
it necessary to point out the fact that I am
the date it is a horrendous album wife the
finally correlating something here, at pre
exception o f the aforesaid SOM ETHING IN
cisely the same time that I am ostensibly
TH E AIR. More importantly the song ap
finally correlating something, here. The
pears on I 9 7 0 ’s MGM soundtrack from the# implications are mind boggling, are they
movie entitled The Strawberry Statement. A
not? Anyhow, I strongly suggest that all
double album soundtrack containing a mi
student participants in last Thursday’s board
nuscule fourteen songs performed by Buffy
meeting fiasco read the aforesaid Strawberry
Sainte-Marie, Neil Young, Crosby, Stills,
Statement, if only for tactical purposes.
and Nash, Thunderclap Newman, The Berlin
For reasons that I am not fully aware of,
Philharmonic Orchestra, The Red Mountain
and it bothers me that I, in my role as author,
Jug Band, and Crosby, Stills, Nash, and
am wordsmi thing for no discernible reason
Young. Okay, that’s the record stuff, which
that is, even discernible to myself, it should
enables this irreverently composed, oftimes
scare the bejeebers out of you. So tell me,
contradictory column to appear in the Arts
why in the hell are you still reading this soon
and Entertainment section o f the ever es
to be elucidating essay? Is it because o f the
teemed Montclarion. I know, it is only one
promise o f elucidation or elucidation prom
paragraph, but, even if I go on and on and on,
ise that I arbitrarily tacked on to the end of
I will not have much more recordstuff to say,
the prior sentence? Regardless, I felt the
cont. on p. 14
today.

a veteran musician. There was also a solo
performance where the bass player weaved
his way in and out o f different riffsfrom songs
that spanned the bands entire carrier. (Squire
was copl.)
T h e percussion fell like raindrops on a
roof, then finding a hole and leaking down
onto the audience Seemingly random, but
uniformed at the same time. A drum duo took
beyond. (Brueford and White were cool.)
The keyboards carried the music like a
river carry ing a leaf. Sometimes rapid, others
smooth as silk, but always natural and free and
neverdipwnmg out the music. (Wakeman and
Kaye wefe cool.)
The lead singers voice was crystal clear.
Time has not left it’s markon his voice as he
Sang every Song on a razors line and the
harmony o f the band as they sung together was
perfect. (Anderson was cool.)
A ll eight members played together per
fectly. A performance feat was enhanced by
the fact that they have been playing together
for 20 years and that each member o f the band
was more than a performer, hut a musician.
They were as individual and unique as vin
egar, water and food coloring, each claiming
their own territory within each song, but to
gether created music that was in such unison,
it turned out more like a psychedelic Easter
egg than a dishwash
ers nightmare.
( T h e

The Couch
Potato Update
By G eorge O lschew ski
Ever want to be a journalist- or just look
like one? Yeah, I know. . . news shows on
television aren’t too big of a turn-on nowa
days. Even if Lou Grant made it to Nick At
Nite, I doubt if too many people would watch
it- except maybe the “older generation” who
might still be into it. Now, there’s a new kid on
the block- Earl Brattigan- “The Great Pre

tender."
The Great Pretender," a telefilm that was
aired on W NBC April 14 at 9:00 p.m. is just
BEGGING for a regular prime-time series.
Brattigan, played by Bruce Greenwood ( "St.
Elsewhere"), is a Pulitzer Prize-winning
newsman who uses his column to go up against
anything and everything- including his own
publisher. He was subsequently fired. After
suing successfully to get back on the paper, he
found out the hard way that he was to get a
column back- not his own column. He is
regulated to resurrecting stories from the “dead
files-” stories that were rejected by fee editors.
There’s a catch- they also have to be good
enough to be front page. Hard, isn’t it?
Brattigan also gets a college intern, Kate
Hightower (who also happens to be the
publisher’s granddaughter), to give him a hand.
She already knows him- she wrote her thesis
about him- and believe me, it wasn’t favor
able. T o put it mildly, she doesn’t like him too
much. Towards the middle, they call a cease
fire from their back and forth arguing. At the

way they played together was cool.)
Each musician had their own solo so
they could show off years o f practice add:
experience and within three hours they
played songs spanning the bands entire
carrier, from Yours is no Disgrace, Heart
o f the Sunrise and And You and I to Owner
o f a Lonely Heart, Changes and songs from
their new album. For the encore, they played
Starship Trooper and Roundabout. For the
songs they didn’t play, most o f the musi
cians went into bits and pieces of songs
during their solos, such as Howe played
o f Tempus Fugit and Sound Chaser,
Anderson even did a solo rendition q f
Amazing Grace. (The songs they played
were cool.)
My companion and I were so moved by
the performance we went home and sacri
ficed all of our guitars to Steve Howe. All
12 instruments and amplifiers burned in
recognition o f the religious experience.
How could anyone bring music any far
ther? How could eight musicians play to
gether more perfectly? (Noodle thought
the concert was reatly cool.)
It was raining after the concert as we
walked to our cars in a haze. It always
seems to rain after a good concert. It helps
put reality back into some sort o f perspec
tive. (But it was cool anyway.) .
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end, they like each other (possible romance?).
But what was his first dead end story?
An owner of a near worthless power com
pany out in the boonies o f the desert dies
because he “electrocuted” himself. It turns
out that the land owned by the fried dude is in
a prime location for a bullet train going straight
to Las Vegas, and will make a certain gang
ster pretty F-ing rich. Brattigan then proceeds
to link the “accident” with a mystery survey
ing team in the desert, and Scoop Brattigan is
on the case. Incidentally, the story made front
page in three installments, and nailed a Japa
nese mega-conglomerate, a gangster, and a
U.S. senator.
Why is this flick so cool? A number of
things. One- Brattigan is one hell o f an in
vestigative reporter. He can get the jo b done,
and do it well. Tw o-1 like his wise-ass atti
tude. Not that I ’m a wise-ass, mind you, but
sometimes it’s the attitude to take in order to
wake people up. Three- Brattigan’s friend,
Wilson Leer, played by Gregg Henry. I ’ll let
aquote from him speak for himself: "Writing
is like illicit sex. It feels good while you’re
doing it, but the repercussions can be disas
trous.” Interesting analogy, but also very
true. If W NBC is smart, they’ll slip this into
the line-up. Good show, great entertainment,
and I even learned something from it. Wow.
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Megadeth: rust not
By L au rie Je ffe rs
Staff Writer
David M ustaine, the lead singer o f
Megadeth was once described as “opinion
ated, quick witted, intelligent, angry and at
times down-right rude.” I say he’s a very
troubled soul. His parents divorced when he
was only seven years old. He lived with his
mother until he was 15. During that time he
was beaten and even whipped by brothers-inlaw and men from his mother’s church. (It’s
no surprise today that Dave avoids church).
At age 12, David took up the martial arts.
He learned Kung Fu, Karate, and full-contact
Kick boxing. Dave soon learned to love having
control over people. He became a manipu
lating, intimidating man. It was these under
handed techniques he felt brought him to the
top o f thrash metal. It would have caused his
senses to hide in shame.
Today Mustaine no longer wants to con
trol others, probably due to his kicking heroin.
He admits, “I ’m not going to say I ’mreligious,
but I ’ve got a spiritual trip going now that
keeps me from being so self-abusive.” It also
keeps him from abusing others. Today Dave
uses Kickboxing - along with skydiving - to
relieve tension (to me, that kind o f defeats the
purpose).
Time went on and he joined Metallica as
a guitar player. He stayed with the band until
one fateful day when he hit another band
member in the face for kicking his dog (I
would have, too). After that, he quit and
moved on.
In 1983, he met David Ellefson (bass)
who was only 18 years old. “H e’s like the
little brother I don’t want” Mustaine jokes.
Together they formed Megadeth. In 1985,
they released Killing is My Business...and
Business is Good. The album did well, the
band was proud, but parents around the nation
started to get a little upset (Oh I wonder
why.). In 1986, P eace Sells...But Who's Buy
ing went gold. The album was termed both
“immortal” as well as “immoral”. So Far, So
Good...So What! (1989) offered a less offen
sive title, but reactionary groups led by Tip
per Gore flipped out completely. The band
then recorded “Hook In Mouth” as a protest
to music censorship.
Megadeth’s newest release. Rust In Peace
is sure to be as big and as controversial as the
last two albums. The album was recorded by
producer Mike Clink, who is best known for
his workwithGuas ‘NRosesandWhitesnake.
The album features the cut, “Holy W ats”
which is about the band and an experience
they had in Ireland.
The band now has two promising new
members, Marty Friedman (guitar) and Nick
Menza (drums). They feel they are “newand-improved” and are all proudly drug free.
Last semester, this tape would stare me in
the face whenever I went to pick an album to
review. I would just throw it aside and pick
something that looked less “I kill little
children...”Finally, I got into a conversation
with my friend, Paula. She asked what al
bums I got to choose from to interview and
when I told her about avoiding Megadeth for
almost two semesters, she flipped on me.
“W hat’s the matter with you, Laurie? They're
good!”
So I decided to review them, just so I
could prove her wrong and write really nasty

sniff about a bunch of Satan worshippers...
OK. I was wrong. They are pretty good. In
fact, I actually felt these guys had something
to say. “Brother will kill brother/ Spilling
blood across the land/ Killing for religion/
Something Idon’t understand” - “Holy Wars”.
“He who lives by the sword/ W ill surely
also die/ He who lives in sin/W ill surely live
the lie” - “Five M agics”.
Here’s my personal favorite from ‘T ak e
No Prisoners”, an anti-war song: “W ar is
peace, sure man/ A retreat for the damned/ A
playground for the demented/ A haven for
those who walk this world/ Bereft o f heart
and soul...Your body has parts/ Your country
can spare/ B y the way, son, here’s/ Your
wheelchair.” These lyrics may seems really
sick and demented, but they serve a purpose.
There is nothing wrong with these words.
Mustaine has taken all his anger and torment
from his life (past and present) and has chan
neled it into music. That is art. (I sure hope
Mozart isn’t rolling over in his grave right
now...)
Metal isn’t for me, but if it’s for you, this
album is a “must-get”. You can thrash until
your head flies o ff and mosh until you're
black and blue. The music is original and the
lyrics are outrageous and controversial.
Mustaine is hard to understand, so be thankful
the lyrics are written in the album. I won’t say
the music is enjoyable, because it isn’t. It’s
depressing. Then again, Poe was never known
for Romance novels, was he?
Megadeth has taken a different approach
to battling broken hearts, war, organized
crime, and environmental issues. It may seem
they aren’t saying it in a very nice way, but
then again, with these Contemporary issues,
I think we may have been a little too nice a

Sunrise players
M SC theater
for children

The Sunrise Players, a children’s theater sponsored by
the Speech and Theater Department, and produced by Nicole
Demarest,
has been in existence for the past three years at M SC.
>■ , il jt; j
Mrs. Demarest created this program when she
was a graduate student at M SC. The children’s
theater is structured as a three credit course.
Speech and Theater students or students who
love theater can take part in these productions. The
class has an average o f five to seven students, and
they are involved in all aspects o f a touring ensemble.
Mrs. Demarest chooses plays that involve children
o f all ages, which focus on curricular and social issues. A
play is produced each semester, and is taken on the road to
grammar schools in the local area. Also, there are perfor
mances in-house at the Studio Theater.
For the Spring 1991 semester, the Sunrise Players are presenting, “Ama and The White
Crane”, a Japanese tale told in Kabuki style. This tale tells o f a young girl who meets a brave,
^
Samurai warrior, which helps her on an exciting adventure. This
d p jft ( r£ ) fif
lively and colorful play can be seen on April 20 and 27 at 10
^
/"v'?
A a.m. and 1 p.m. in the Studio Theater. To receive tickets,
contact Nicole Demarest at 893-4221.
3 b'

The Editor regrets the following omis
sions:
April 4, p.2L Sculpture article written by
Maria Russo
April 11, p.19 Class one cafe article
written by Laurie Jeffers
__________

little too long.. Rock on, Megadeth.

Irrev eren ce
Cont. from 13

need to list all the volume contained in my
library im m ediately surrounding The
Strawberry Statement. I have since changed
my mind and you can rest your already
overwhelmed eyes as I will not be volumi
nously listing Kessey et al., at all.
W E GOT TO G ET TO G ETH ER
SOONER OR L A TE R BEC A U SE THE
REVO LUTIO N IS HERE
Regarding last Thursday’s student
takeover o f the Board of Trustees meeting,
what was accomplished? I was there with
my trusty tape recorder. I witnessed (and
was munificently pissed o ff as I was unable
to sell the tape to any o f the you-are-notgetting-a-plug-in-my-column, New York
news radio stations) what seemed to be a
carefu lly choreographed ex e rcise in
avoidance. Take a picture o f this: the Board
of Trustees who will continue to receive
lower case punctuation, in recognition of
their worm like ability to avoid the issue at
hand, propose a motion to postpone the
regularly scheduled May meeting to June,
when the student population will be home
for the summer. As is tradition the May
m eeting is the m eeting where next
semester's tuition rates are decided upon.
The motion was made, five student speakers
ranging from your basic believable to the
incredibly stereotypical were allowed to

address the board, President Reid had sug year's Student Government President were
gested a half measure meeting in May, where simply that: good intentions. Suggestions:
students would be allowed to express their Students get your act together. Lose the old
concern, the board o f trustees voted to post guys, Michael and Grover who were the
pone the May meeting effectively ending any in cred ib ly stereo ty p ical p articipan ts
student involvement. Prearranged orches chronicled above, I mean like it looks like
trated chants o f “May 16th, tuition freeze,
they just stepped out of The Daily Worker
when do we want it? Now!" erupted and the geriatric section. If they are in fact sage
board eventually ended their meeting. I chose
advisors, allow and cultivate that facet, do
to use the word "their" back there, indicating not continue to use them as rambling incor
that since the board had accomplished their herently about nothing relevant, suppos
intended goal o f moving the May meeting, no edly student spokesmen. Stick to the issues
matter what transpired next the board accom at hand, abstain from articulating ineffec
plished their goal, hence it was their meeting.
tive racist accusations. Do your homework,
HAND OUT TH E A RM S AND AMMO
there is a plethora of chronicle campus
W E ’R E GON NA B L A S T O U R W A Y
uprising available in the library. A veritable
“how to” ala the Anarchist Cookbook
THROUGH HERE
Sounds like I am advocating violence, in «(available through Barricade Books, POB
factuality it was Speedy Keen who wrote
1401 Secaucus, N.J. 07096) awaits the in
SOMETHING IN TH E A IR, I am not dis terested student wannabe revolutionary. You
agreeing. Having dealt with the authorities in can make a difference. But you got to get
incredulously varying capacities ranging from your act together.
recruit to posing for F B I snapshots, I am
AND YO U KNOW I T ’S RIGH T
AND YO U KNOW THAT IT ’S RIGHT
certain that a change could have taken place.
Chants and intentions will not and charac
W E H AVE G O T TO G E T IT T O 
teristically did not accomplish a thing.
GETH ER
W E G O T TO G ET TO G ETH ER
W E H A VE G O T TO G E T IT T O 
SO O N ER OR L A T E R B E C A U SE TH E G ETH ER NOW
P.S. The one credible action in this
REV O LU TIO N ’S HERE
If you really wish to accomplish change, incredible and seemingly orchestrated chain
you must be prepared to make a difference, o f events was inaction of campus security
half measures generally accomplish nothing.
who kicked back and like me simply
They didn’t accomplish boo for you. All the watched. I had a great time, I hope they did
good intentions expressed by Angel and last also.
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P E R S O N A L S
For Rent
-APT. A V A ILA BLE- Year round basis. Lv
Rm/Dn Rm 21/2 Bedims. Remodeled
kitchen and bathroom. $550/month +
utilities. 15 minutes from M SC. Leave
message - 893-5237.
-W ANTED: Inexpensive sublet for studio
or 1 bedroom apartment. Please Contact
Zack at 857-9145.
-FO R R EN T - Living room and small
bedroom in quiet neighborhood, 2 miles
from school. $350 per month - Non
smoking female wanted. Call 783-1063
after 7 pm.
-Student looking to sublet inexpensive
studio or one bedroom apt. starting May
1st at 857-9145.
-Roomate needed to share 4 B R House in
Cedar Grove. Elk, L R , 2 Bath, Sunporch &
Plenty o f parking. Cable, Microwave &
W/D. 5 min. to M SC. 1 B lock to bus #11,
75 and 195 NYC. Walk to shops. Smoker
and couple ok, pets negotiable. $300/
month. & $450 security. Leave message at
239-6101 or 857-8728. Avaiable4/1.
-Ortley Beach, Ocean B lock, Extra Clean,
2 Bdrm, o ff street parking. Season $6500,
Other rates available. Call (201) 845-5249
or 791-2958.
Help W anted
-Childcare - Part time or full time for 19
month boy in our Nutley home. Respon
sible, Experienced, References Required!
Call 667-1195
-EN TREPREN EURS: Make $3000 per
month. Sell Students o f America Sun
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glasses to retail stores anywhere in the
U.S.A. N olnv. Req. Write P.O. B o x 70,
Tualatin, O R., 97062.
-’’Around for the Summer?”Montclair
home needs help with housework and/or
yardwork, four hours each week. Flexible
hours. $3/hour. Call 783-5966.
-W ANTED: Babysitter for the month o f
August in Upper Montclair. 2 children
ages 6 and 7. Call 765-5617.
-W ANTED: Childcare: 15-20 hours/week.
Mostly evenings/weekends. Good Study
time. References, Own transportation.
Upper Montclair 744-0812.
-Babysitter wanted for adorable 9 month
old boy. Flexible hours. Montclair. Could
lead to two full days beginning July. Nonsmoker, references. 746-5329.
-Massage Therapist Assistant/Practioner
Tues. - Thurs. or Mon, Wed, Fri (10-6pm)
Dance backround or therapy background a
plus. Contact Alan Gold - Alumni of
M SC, 997-0222.
-PHOTO A S S ’T needed Part time work Learn professional photography. Female
preferred. Steve 744-1206.
-Babysitter - 1 child -1 5 -2 0 hrs/wk.
Mostly evenings & weekends. Must be
flexible & reliable. Own transportation.
Refs. 744-0812 Upper Montclair.
-Help Wanted Part Time: Health Food
Store in Cranford. Hours Thurs. 2-6 Fri 26 Sat 10-5. These hours are flexible except
for Saturday. Knowledge o f Nutrition
helpful. Call Monday to Thursday 908276-4270. Ask for Charlie. The jo b could

continue thru the summer and into next
year.
-Help Wanted: Full/Part time position
available for office work. Flexible hours.
$5.25 to start. 783-7471.
-Female Model needed by Photographer:
No experience required, no nudity. Part
time at your convenience. (201 )823-8750
Bayonne. $20/hour
-Enthusiastic Counselors needed for our
summer toddler camp program. Tues Wed
Thurs mornings. W ill train. Education
Students Preferred. In Montclair - call 7446416.
f
-Fun loving babysitter needed for Sat eves.
2 children ages 4 and 11/2. Please call
509-8463.
-Telemarketing - Part time 1 to 4 pm, $5
per hour & commissions. Average $8 to
$12 per hour. Call 227-8802.
Attention_______
-BEA U TIFU L G IR LS W ANTED for a
video and dance contest. Bikini type or
other creative dancing. First prize
$10,000.00 and a chance for national
exposure. Send returnable photos.
S.A .S.E ., a small biography to: Video
Productions, Dept. MI, B ox 6487. Free
hold N J 07728. Or call (908)409-3405 for
details._________________________
-♦•♦Graduate School***The Princeton
R ev iew *** I f the LSA T, GM AT, G RE, or
M CAT are in your future, The Princeton
Review should be too. With small classes
(fewer than 12 students) grouped by ability,
and the most up-to-date materials available.

The Princeton Review offers the B est test
preparation anywhere. For more informa
tion, call 800/876-3107.

For Sale
-FO R SA LE: 1985 Daytona Turbo - Z,
AM/FM cassete, cruise, tilt, a/c, t-tops,
etc...Must Sell! Call 746-2420.
-Need Jacket, Tee-shirts, shorts, etc? Call
Chris at 783-1784 or Matt at 423-6030.
-Put down the rest, w e’re the B E ST !
JA C K ETS PLU S, the Active Wear. Call
Chris at 783-1784 or Matt at 423-6030.
-Franklin 1000 Computer. 5-1/4” disc
drive. Hardly used - Apple compatible.
Programs: Ace Writer II, AceCalc, Data
Perfect. $250 or best offer. Please call
893-4311 daytimes, or after 5 p.m. at 7442152.
-FO R SA LE: 1989 Mustang G T 5 speed,
AM/FM cassette, A/C, power sindows,
power door locks, tilt steering, cruise
control, rear defroster, sunroof. Dark Blue
& Titanium trim. And more... Call 609448-7537. $11,500.
- ’72 VW Beetle, Excellent Condition.
Runs Great! England Rebuilt Profession
ally. A collector’s dream. Must See!
Need money for college 4 0 M PG !! $3000.
Call John 783-1784.
-FO R SA LE: Roland Electric Piano
HP600. Voices: 2 acoustic grand pianos,
harpsichord, vibraphone and electric piano.
Two built-in chorus effects volume &
brilliance control key transpose and midi
capability tuning & headphone jack. Stool,
damper pedal & pick up cable included.
$1100. 8 3 8 -2851.

MONDAY, APRIL 22, 11991
6:00 PM - CAFETERIA: Teaser for the lecture this evening.
8:00 p.m. - CAFETERIA: A Multi-Media Lecture: ‘70's Rock - The
G ood, the Bad, the Ugly" by Barry Drake, musician.
O

TUESDAY, APRIL 23, 1991
12:00 - CAFETERIA: Blizzard of Bucks.
8:00 p.m.- Lip Sync In the Ballrooms
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24, 1991
00-3:00 - Spring Day Ir the Student Center Q uad
8 00 p.m. - Drive In: Double Feature in the Clove Road lots
8 30 - Frankenhooker, 10:30 - Ghost
$5.00/car, $2.00/person

II

O

presents

THURSDAY, APRIL 25, 1991
7:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m. - Carnival In the Clove Road lots
"The Nerds" In concert.
FRIDAY, APRIL 26, 1991

O

7:00 p.m. -1 :QQ a.m. - Carnival In the Clove Road lots
DJ by WMSC
SATURDAY, APRIL 27, 1991
12:00 p.m. -1 :QQ a.m. - Carnival In the Clove Road lots
SUNDAY, APRIL 28, 1991

O
Class 1 of the SGA

15

12:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. - Carnival In the Clove Road lots

16
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-Scammer#!: I’m glad the assumption was such
a religious experience. Don’t think! B ell
y1 love you. Scammer #2
-Jenn, Congratulations! I ’m glad my roomate is
back!Janet
-Sigma Tau Nu- When are we going to party in
NYC? The Syndicate
-JoJo, Caryner and Bon-Bons - Let’s make these
last few weeks in the humble abode the best.
You guys are truly the greatest. Love ya,
Michele
-Antoine - Think Pink...BonBon knows!...’’I’m
depressed, she was diggin’ my s— , “Hey
darlin”
-Happy Birthday Jeff...next in line to power
puke!! Love the unsociable babes
-ALL GU YS: When you play with someone’s
emotions and just walk away you’re not playing
by the rules and eventually you will be
disqualified!!
-Chrissy - Sat. night was definitely a late night
with Samantha! -Love me
-Leigh, It definitely was! Chri
-Jeff’s Birthday 4/18: $3 and change or $4
present iequesied.
-B and Kristie: There is some major shit in
there. Isn’t that funny?
-Stealing horses in NYC is a crime... only if you
get caught! Syn 1
-To Floppier, you look like a whopper...
-Remember: Recycle all your beer cans and
beer bottles for Sunday’s pickup!! Love, Squall
Hey Renee (Sigma) “I’m pledging a fraternity at
Seton Hall and I was wondering...” No, It
wasn't me!! Love J
-To the Senate Spook: Have you had any good
ripple today...
-Onge: Where’s the response? I need you.
Your secret admirer
-Yogi, Lucy, Lenny and Mona: Thanks for
looking our for me. You are the best! Winks
and smiles forever. Your little
-Hapipy B-day Wayne!
-Labs: Absence makes the heart grow fonder! I
love you! Mary
-Shannon: Congrats roomie! I love you! Krissy
-Jen, Here’s your personal. Good luck with
your new job. Love, Chri
-MO, SF, TK, EC, PJ: I mean T J - What are
you gonna do, they all have good qualities! Ha
Ha
-Sue T. - 1 can’t get you out of my mind! Love ?
-Andrea(SDT) Thanks for your invitation Last
Thursday night. I wanted to come up...NOT!
(Ha, Ha, Ha)
-Dawn(IOTA) You’re a great big and I ’m
psyched to hang out with you during spiring
week. Love Tanya
-Chuck D. Your such a hick! Love, Rebel
-Tanja, Friday night is going to be wild! Can’t
wait. Love your big
-Leah(Sigma Tau Nu) Y a know buddy - the
situation really stanks! Ha! Love ya Andrea
-Do Susco again? Wasn’t once enough?
-Viper(Tau Phi Beta) Hey, I was just wondering
-now that she's gone - who are you gonna dirty

dance with? Think about it and let me know!
Love ya Andreu
-Hi Zetas - Janet
- Marcie-1 sign my piersonals... if I didn’t, how
would you know it’s me? NYC on Sat! G.O. ID
-BA(Senate) thanks for getting me bombed
Tuesday at the Kerry house. Luv, LeighAnn
-Rob(TKE)Bamey, I miss you. Hope we can
hang out soon. Michele (Zeta)
-J.D.(TKE) Words can’t expiress how much it
meant when you came home with us. Thank
you for being such a good friend! Love, Maria
& Dawn
-Cheri and Stacey(AIX) remember my air
guitar? Ha, ha! Becky Sigma
-Janet, A rose about to bloom. Torse
-Jeff(ZBT) Just go with it! Tom
-Ginger & Eileen: I really do think of you guys
when I make iced tea! Luv, the Iced Tea Fairy
-LeighAnn(Bar-rat) Subtle flirting has to lead
somewhere, right? Love Mara
-Tara-Bo-Bara: Booze Cruise tommorrow night
baby! Love Mara-Hara
-Kim & Slam: We finally hung out, but next
time let’s drive to the diner. Kathleen
-Carol(Iota) I miss my roomate! Love &
Sisterhood, Your roomie
-Chrissy, Mr. Ed isn’t here today and that’s all I
wanted to say. BUM
-Sharyn, I only doggie paddle - Haro. BUM
-Attention: Phi Sigma Pi - The royal wedding is
coming!
-Steen, You are the best little! I am always here
for you. I love you. L3 -Your big sis Nancy
-To my former AXPsi pledge brothers: We
made it! We knew we could. Thank god it’ s
over. Jim
-Jen & Cathy, Will we ever choose Mythology
over the beach? Patti
-Ours is definetely TRU E LOVE “As you wish”
Your Princess Buttercup
-Green eyes: meet me in the stair well, at
midnight! I love ya! Guess who?
-Melissa(AIX#l 15) You’re the best little ever!
I love you and I love my family tree! Love Jen
( # 101)

-Bacon - I had a great weekend with you! 4
nights out o f the week “together”
-Lori, Mare, Chris, Robyn, Ron - 5 ,4 , 3, 2 ,1 st
place. The AIX and D ’chi dancers will rock lip
sync. Be there....
-PIG ROAST - B E THERE OR B E SQUARE
-Denise(PhiSig) Having a fun time with you.
You know who
-Hi Wendy, Here’s your personal, pretty
sentimental huh, KIT
-PARTY WITH THE PIG
-Epsilon Class(ZBT) This is only the beginning.
Keep the tradition going. Wombat
—Radar - Do you know what they call me?
WRONG! Mellow Yellow!
-So who is your Jake Ryan?
-Johnny Walker - You’re in one of my classes
and I think you’re really hot!
-Owen(AXP) Glad to fulfill your fantasy
-Shar & Dina - was the microphone on?!?We

don’t know. Love Chrissy & Jennifer
-Greta, This weekend will be great, can’t wait
for our road trip. Love your big
-Christine, Happy Birthday to my mupp>et
friend. Love Sheila
-Maria Gaita - Dunkin’Donuts was great!
Thanxs. Love #57
-Uncle Bob sodimized the snake!
— Debbie G. (Zeta) - how ya feelin’7
-Dr. Handen - sparing break was 3 weeks ago
-Sheila - Haspjpy Birthday! Love Christine
-Becky (SIGMA) I can never thank you enough.
Not just for the check but for everything, youre
the greatest. Abbe
-Patti(Sig. Tau Nu) What can we do with an
extra $400 on your visa? Love Lisa
-Congratulations to the new sisters of Iota
Gamma X i!! Love Danielle O.
-Lisa(SDT) Congratulations! I knew you could
do it! Yes, its time to be “normal” I love you.
Danielle(IOTA)
—Christi: “Shine a light on you, shine a light on
me”!! Evelyn
-Inia, You and Angelo make a great couple.
Good luck. I hope everything works out! Soby
-Hey big brother, “Blow me” -Theta X i -S.G.

Dr. Blank teaches
8 session personalized
LSAT course. In-depth
analysis of question
types plus tour full-length
LSATs. Advice.
Reasonable C ost

Dr. Blankteaches 11 session
complete review. Copious
studymaterials. Video
cassette make-ups. Interview
counseling. 90%success rate.

Dr. Blank » 9 6 6 9054

Dp .

DAT/ 0AT

Blank 966 -9054

S EC R ET A R Y FO R A D O C TO R ’S OFFICE
(This is not for a sum m er job but for permanency.)
Part-tim e 2 or 3 days a week
M on., W ed ., Thurs., O R M on., Tues., Thurs.
9:00am - 4:00pm O R 9:00am - 2:00pm OR
8:00am - 3:00pm H ours Flexible
MUST BE VERY BRIGHT AND QUICK
TO LEARN
MUST BE AN "A" STUDENT
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
FILING, PHONE WORK, INSURANCE
$10 an h ou r to start
FORMS

Call (201) 569-2988
Call betw een 8:30am and 4:00pm ONLY

$15

.......... W E CARE............" "

FREE PREGNANCY TESTIN G AND COUNSELING

LS A T

MCAT

Pregnant? Need help?
CALL US. 201 423-9499

-U.B., Theta Xi, D.A.D.
-”Do it for Rudy” -Theta X i
-Onge - the ongster - not making muffins
anymore!! Love, the Jillster
-George, Thanks for helping me on Tuesday.
Sam
-Alan(ZBT) What’s up Satan? Just
kidding...Love, Donna & Chrissy
-Lisa(Iota) Thanks far finding me at clove sat.
nite, great talk, though. Luv ya, LeighAnn
-Alright dudes, Phi Sigma Pi is moving!
-Janet - I’m back! Roomies again! Let’s have
Lysol fights. I’m ready! Love Jenn
-Shar, Dina, Mish, Randi & I: I can't wait until
next semester -Roomies hopefully! Michele
-To my big Tracey(Sigma) - How’s about a road
trip to Metuchen? Love ya, Annie
-Sis Chris (Theta) I thought last weed was hell
week?? It was more than words...Love ya,
Laura(theta)
-Robyn, Why don’t you go take a walk! Amy
-To my roomates on John St. - 4 for 4 boys. The Champ
-Nance - Next semester will be great! I’m so
glad you’re in my major. Love ya, Charlie

¡A i/C llt}
Regularly $30
•
•
•
•

Student Special
With Lon/, Paulette or Faith
Offer Expires June 1, 1992
Bring Ad for Special Price

PUBLIC IM AG E
T-BOWL SHOPPING CENTER
1 0 5 5 Hamburg Turnpike
Wayne. NJ 0 7 4 7 0

[201] 633-9740

"Appointments N ot Always Necessary"

•
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Lacrosse
improves
to 7-2
By Keith A. Idee

TO«<-xo:x\::-::::::xV:<-XvX'XX::-?

Track team weathered down in
Washington, D.C. at Howard Relays
By Paul Donefsky
Staff Writer

Staff Writer
The Montclair lacrosse team split two
games this weekend upping its record to
an impressive 7-2 mark.
Last Wednesday, the Red Hawks
dropped a tight, closely contested 12-11
overtime decision to Drew University at
Sprague Field. Then five days later,
M SC shook o ff the OT loss, rebounding
with a sound thrashing o f Pace University

21- 11.
M SC ’s other six victories were over
Pfeifer College 10-8, Stockton State 115, F.D .U. Madison 15-1, N.Y. Maritime
14-4, Fairfield University 15-7 andMarist
College 15-8.
The Red Hawks started out their ‘91
campaign at 6-0 before dropping a 17-15
decision to West Chester (Pa.) University
on April 6th.
M S C ’s next contest comes Saturday
w hen the R ed H aw ks trav el to
Southhampton College for a noon time
match-up.

On the first day that John Blanton became
part o f the track team at Lincoln University,
he would meet one o f the most influential
people in his life. He would also run a lot,
“Fellas, we’re going to go out and run a
couple o f miles,” Coach Jones had said. The
he had made his new troops run eight miles.
Conditioning was Cyrus Jones’ creed; so
was winning championships (he’s still the
only Division HI coach to win an outdoor and
indoor championship in the same year). He
taught his runners to reach for more. He made
them exceed their abilities by showing them
they could reach plateaus they never thought
possible and showing them they could go
even further. Under his virtuous motivation,
he fostered many others to take up careers as
coaches and educators; like John Blanton
who went on to become the Track and Field
coach at M SC.
The two are still close, talking twice a
week. “This is my house!” Jones will ritualistically say before his former pupil brings in

his squad to the Pennsylvania school. “W e ’re
moving in this week,” Blanton would re
spond. “Bring it!” has now become the tra
ditional retort to cap the formalities for the
Lincoln Invitational this coming Saturday.
It will be a welcome relief from last week’s
Howard Relays in Washington, D.C. After
an 8 hour trip to Howard University, the team
was greeted with rain and cold. The drainage
system on the field wasn’t working properly,
making it dangerous enough for all jumping
events to be cancelled by M eet Director B ill
Moultre.
This eliminated many events on the men’s
side. That left it up to senior John Wilkerson
who placed third in the shotput. As well as
fellow shotputter sophomore Derrick W il
liams who placed second. Sophomore Wesley

Peters also placed fourth in the 1500 meter
relay.
On the women’s side, junior Alycia
Hennessy placed fourth in the 1500 meter
relay. So strong was the competition that day,
that the 400 meter relay team broke the nine
year old record o f 49.7 with a 4 9 .6 4 mark and
not only finished somewhere in the middle of
the pack but didn’t even place for the Nation
als. They missed by three tenths o f a second.
Not wanting to risk injuries, the last quarter of
the meet was cancelled by Coach Blanton.
Now it will be on to Lincoln University.
Missing will be multi-faceted team leader
Yvonne Bradford whose father died on
Sunday. Also not making the trip is sophomore
John Mardsca who lost his grandmother on
Monday.

Red Hawk Hotline
893-7645
Don't delay _ _ _ _ _ _ call today

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Oddest

A n d OnCy Coed-Business fra tern

C o n g r a t u l a t i o n s to O u r N e w B r o t h e r s and F a c u l t y B r o t h e r s .
fA C U L ty $% & & &% $

£

1 . Mercedes (¡jarcia
2 . Jim Messina
3 . Ana Moron
4 . Jerome Maso
5 .AngeCo (Parades

6 .(Karen (Pasión
7 .‘K grCfPisarczyK

8 .MarisoC(Reynoso
9 .Maria (Rodriguez
10.Louis Sinatra

11.
12.

(Dr. (Phidip LebeC
(Dr. Suresft (Pradham

AND Wishes The Best Of Luck To Our Graduating Seniors: ’’We'll Miss You".
1 . Janet (Banu
2 . Liz Cammarata
3 . (FranKCanning
4 . MicheCCe Chiaramonte
5 . fra n CulCen
6 . Joanne ‘Enzvright

7 . Joanne (Joodrich
8 . JiCCJdricRo
9 . (PauCJiuresRy
10. Lisa (Kaplan
11. (Kara Mengb
12. MicfieCe KpsteK

13. Joseph Marano
14. Siobhan O'Leary
15. Christine (Reidinger
16. Susan Sautner
17. Jessica Sharp
18. Anne Marie Tyson

WE'LL BLESS THE DAYS THAT WE HAVE SPENT IN ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Congratulations “Edward “Jdiznikifor receiving the fey awardfor academic achievement
flip fa K
‘ gppa Tsi is a Ciass IV o f the SQfl
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ohesion’s Corner

C
STD’S roll into top spot
“

— By Glen Haerle —

—

in American League
Spring softball is in full swing and needless
to say the competition gets more and more
fierce with each passing day. With one-third o f
the regular season complete, only four teams
have unblemished records. In the MondayWednesday division, the UnNaturals and ZBT
Gold have perfect records, while the Gamblers
and the STD ’ s o f the Tuesday-Thursday division
have duplicated the feat. The S T D ’s, a preseason playoff hopeful, overtook first place in
the American League with a solid performance
over PRP Sunday night pulling o ff a 13-12
upset.
G am blers 21 P R P 9
In a matchup between the first place Na
tional League and American League teams and
a rematch o f last fall’s one pitch championship,
last Tuesday the Gamblers defeated PRP, 21-9.
The Gamblers came out storming in the first
inning by scoring eight runs.
PRP tried to answer back with two runs in
the first as Vinnie Gulbin smashed a two run
HR, but PRP never came d ose as the Gamblers
dominated the game offensively and defensively.
Providing the big bats for the Gamblers
were Mike Farrell with a three run HR and four
R B I and John Cunha who had two home runs
and five R B I.
The PRP bats, known for their ability to go
deep were cold for the most part as John Fiore
continued his solid pitching. The only other
PRP home runs came from Pat Brunner, Mike
Puzzo and a shot by Rich Dygos that landed
about 10 feet form the track.
M id-Digs 23 No Names 14
In another interconference battle between
the American and National Leagues, the MidDigs o f the American League dropped the No
Names last Tuesday by the score o f 23-14.
The No-Names kept this contest close
trailing 10-9 heading into the fifth inning. That’s
when the Mid-Digs went to work exploding for
thirteen runs and pulling away for good.
Mike Walmsley, Paul Marino and redeemed
bum Steve Johansen all provided the big bats.
Marino had two home runs and four R B I.
Johansen had two home runs and five R B I.
Walmsley provided the most potent bat for the
Mid-Digs going four for four with three home
runs and eight RBL
Dave Murphy, Billy Fitzpatrick and John
Askley each hit two home runs for the No
Names.
The loss was the No Names third straight.
Later in the week the No-Names broke their
three game skid as they edged the Plan B ’s 1915.
Z B T Gold 21 Brady Bunch 20
In what had to be the game o f the week, Z BT
Gold came back from a 13-0 Brady Bunch lead
after 3 innings to edge the Brady Bunch by the
final score o f 21-20.
Down by the score o f 20-12 going into the
bottom o f the last inning Z B T proved they were
gold as they scored 9 runs to win the ball game.
Tom Branton’s 3 round double and Kevin
Toohlan’s 2 ran HR led the way for the Z BT last
inning comeback.
Branton also had a grand slam to finish up
with 7 R BI.
The Brady Bunch came prepared with a

19

balanced attack with hit s up and down the order.
S T D ’s 31 Delta Chi B 27
In a marathon game that started 11:25 and
did not end until 1:30 in the morning, the S T D ’s
had to fight o ff a ferocious Delta Chi comeback
to preserve a 31-27 victory.
With a 20-3 lead after 4 innings the S T D ’s
were thinking about the 15 run rule and going
home. Delta Chi would not hear o f it however,
as they scored 19 runs in the fifth inning to take
a shocking 22 to 20 lead.
T h e S T D ’scam eback to tak ea31 to 22 lead
going into the seventh. Delta Chi B would not
quit as they scored 5 runs to make the score 3127.
With 2 outs and the bases loaded Monte
Perez ripped a shot into the left field gap.
Anthony Zitelli prevented what could have been
the game tying hit as he made a spectacular
diving catch to preserve the victory.
Scott Erickson provided the strong bat for
Delta Chi B with 3 home runs and 10 R BI.
Marlon had the bit bat for the S T D ’s as he
had 4 home runs and 9 R BI.
S T D ’s 13 P R P 12
On Sunday night the S T D ’s took sole pos
session o f first place in the American League by
edging PRP 13-12.
Billy Kwiakowski, Chris Albertson and Pat
Brunner fueled the P.R.P. attack as each had 2
home runs and 3 R B I for PRP.
Solo home runs by Owen Bonner and Conan
in the last inning gave the S T D ’s enough o f a
cushion for victory.
C o-R ec Update
Zeta remains undefeated in Co-Rec as they
won their first “real" game by the score 19-3.
This intimidating bunch has a shot o f challenging
the defending champion Gamblerettes for the
Co-Rec title.
Player o f the W eek

Wade Whitehead-Plan B’s
Wade had strong week going 6 for 7 with 5
home runs and 11 R B I on the upper field. On the
season, Wade is batting .900 with 7 home runs
and 12 R BI.
B um of the W eek

Gary Ferraro-No Names
This talented pitcher and the pre-season
choice to win the Cy Young has been having his
problems lately.
Over the past 2 games, Gary has given up 14
home runs and has walked 7 batters.
Gary was pulled out o f the game after giving
up 10 runs in the third inning against the Plan
B ’s.
C o’s Comments
My comments this week concern the very
distinct difference between he upper field and
the lower field. The upper field is 235 feet to
straight away center field and 215 feet down the
lines.
The lower field is 215 feet to straight away
center field and about 205 down the lines.
Besides the difference in distance, the upper
field often receives a cold swirling wind that
prevents the ball from carrying.
Because o f these differences, the field ca
ters to different kinds o f ball clubs.
Teams that excel in pitching and defense are
going to play well on the upper field while

The Bottom Line
By Matt Wintner
The 1991 N FL draft is less than 72 hours away as some of the best college
football players from the class o f 1991 will have their immediate futures decided.
The draft will be covered live on ESPN. Starting at 12:00pm with the coverage
lasting about seven hours. The hours o f television coverage is enough to almost get
through the first three rounds. Therefore, the draft will continue well into the night
after the television cameras are o ff and will conclude the following morning.
According to NFL scouts and several scouting services, the 1991 NFLdrafthas
a lot of good players available but only a handful o f great players.
On Sunday, the projected number one pick is still Notre Dame’s Raghib Ismail.
The junior from Wilkes B an e, Pa. decided in January to forgo his senior year in
order to provide for his family. Despite tense negotiations between Patriot
management and Ism ail’s advisory group, a tentative agreement has not been
reached Pats President Sam Jankovich will be miffed beyond belief if they select
Ismail and the Rocket then decides to accept a 2 year, $3 million offer from the
Toronto Argonots o f the GFL.
N EW ENGLAND
C LE V E L A N D
A TLAN TA
D EN V E R
RAM S
PH O E N IX
TA M PA B A Y
GREEN BA Y
SAN D IE G O
D E T R O IT
D A LLA S
D A LLA S
ATLAN TA
D A LLA S
P IT T S B U R G H
SEA TTLE
H O U STO N
C IN C IN N A TI
P H IL A D E L PH IA
W ASH IN GTO N
KA N SA S C IT Y
C H IC A G O
M IA M I
R A ID E R S
SAN FR A N C ISC O
B U F FA L O
G IA N TS

R A G H IB IS M A IL
WR
M IK E C R O E L
LB
R U S S E L L M A RYLA N D N T
A L F R E D W IL L IA M S L B
DB
TO D D L Y G H T
H ER M A N M O O R E
WR
AN TON E D A V IS
OL
N IC K B E L L
RB
d a n M cG w i r e
QB
WR
R E G G IE B A R R E T T
C H A RLES M CRAE
OL
H U E Y R IC H A R D SO N L B
E R IC TU R N E R
DB
L A W R E N C E D A W SE Y W R
G O D FREY M YLES
LB
J E R R Y EVANS
TE
K E L V IN P R IT C H E T T DL
E R IC SWANN
DL
D A RREN L E W IS
RB
DAVID R O C K E R
DL
TO D D M A RIN O V ICH Q B
C H R IS Z O R IC H
NT
B O B B Y W IL SO N
DL
PATH ARLO W
OL
JE S S E CA M PBELL
DB
K EN N Y W A L K E R
DL
R A N D A LL H IL L
WR

N O TRE DAME
N E B R A SK A
M IA M I (FLA )
COLO RADO
N O TRE DAM E
V IR G IN IA
T E N N E S SE E
IO W A
SAN D IE G O S T
UTEP
TEN N ESSEE
F L O R ID A
U C LA
F L O R ID A S T
F L O R ID A
TO LEDO
M IS S IS S IP P I
NO C O L L E G E
TEXA S A&M
AUBURN

use

N O T R E DAM E
M ICH IG A N S T

use

N.C. S T A T E
N EBR A SK A
M IA M I (FLA )

• ‘D R A F T N O T E S: The New York Jets forfeited their firsf round pick this year in
order to obtain receiver Rob Moore o f Syracuse in the supplemental draft. The Jets
first selection in the second round will be anybody's guess. The chances of B ru ce
Coslet selecting a Q B in round 3 or 4 like Donald Hollis (Rice), Brow ning Nagle
(Louisville), or C raig E rrick son (Miami) diminished considerably when New
York signed Q B T u rk Schoner t. Schonert served as a backup to Boom er Esiason
in Cincy and knows Coslets style better than any Q B coming out o f college could
ever know... Where will M SC linebacker Paul C ioffi be headed? Cioffi is projected
to be selected between the sixth and tenth round. While Cioffi would like to fulfil
his lifelong dream o f playing for the Jets, it doesn’t look like the Jets arc interested.
Look for Cioffi to be hearing from the Washington Redskins or the L. A. Raiders.
Cioffi looked impressive at a recent workout for the silver and black and playing for
the Raiders would be all too appropriate. The one major stumbling block Paul
currently faces is getting his phone turned on in his Clifton apartment before the
draft begins. Cioffi, who has had his phone turned o ff each month for the last three
months, may have to wait at his home in Marlboro for the call.

teams that excel on the upper field also have
good single hitters.
The lower field appeals to squads with strong
home run bats and defensive weaknesses.
The Gamblers are the perfect example of an
upper field team, while PRP is the prime ex 
ample o f a lower field team.
During the single elimination playoffs, the

team with the higher may get to pick which to
play on. I f this is the case, the teams with shaky
gloves may find an early exit from the playoffs
if they find themselves playing on the upper
field.
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Hawks hovering at .500 Lady Hawks drop two

By Tom Reid
Staff Writer

At this point in the season, it is still con
sidered too early to really tell what kind o f
club the Hawks are going to have as the
season progresses. But based on its last few
games, M SC appears to be ready to make a
serious move to put its record over the .500
mark for good. As it stands now, the Hawks
are 9-9 overall, and 5-2 in conference play.
Coach Norman Schoenig was curious
about the plight o f this year’s club. “You can
only bounce back (from losses) so many
times,” said Schoenig, referring to M SC ’s
inability to put together a consistent winning
streak. “We were in the same position a year
ago and this team is better.”
Starting last week, M SC started to stake
its claim to be a consistent, quality team with
a rout over Bloomfield College. M SC ex
ploded for six runs in the first inning and
never let Bloomfield back in the game, as the
Hawks cruised to a 17-7 victory. John Pallino
drove in four runs and Dave Kennedy drove
in three as M SC pounded out 15 hits. Joe
DeMiro, who relieved starter Brian Devins,
earned the victory.
M SC then played another non-confer
ence foe, Scranton University, but dropped a
close one 6-5 played at Pittser Field. The
Hawks were down early as Scranton jumped

M SC ’s next game was at NJAC member
Ramapo, and the Hawks played their poorest
game since returning from California as
Ramapo drubbed the Hawks 16-3.
The game was tied at 2-2 until the fifth
inning when Ramapo scoredelevenruns. The
Hawks never recovered from the offensive
explosion by Ramapo and dropped the game
in a barrage that the Hawks would like to
forget.
M SC next took on Staten Island and de
spite a 16 strikeout performance from Staten
Island pitcher Kevin Crombie, the Hawks
squeaked out a 5-4 victory.
Leading 1-0, the Hawks were able to push
across four runs in the sixth inning to take a 53 lead in Montclair. Kennedy singled home
Critelli who singled. Then Pallino hit a 3-run
home run, his first of the season, to score
Kennedy and Brian Wilmot. Vin Henrich
pitched the final 3-1/3 innings to gain the
victory for the Hawks. M SC ’s defense was
crisp throughout as the Hawks pulled off
three double plays.
Next was a critical double header against
a fine Kean club which was 14-4 entering the
day.
In the first game, M SC found themselves
down 3-0 in the sixth inning when M SC
started to chip away at Kean’s lead. Critelli,
who singled, scored on Pallino’s sacrifice fly
to cut the deficit to 3-1. In the eighth, M SC

B ack u p catch er D erek Sin in sk i crack s a pre-gam e jo k e as C oach Sch oen ig listens
intently. O bviou sly, S ch o e n ig doesn't understand D erek's sen se o f humor.
out to a 5-0 lead after two innings. M SC
clawed back into the game in the fifth inning
as Kennedy doubled, and Mike Brandon drove
him home on a sacrifice fly. The Hawks
scored two more runs in the seventh as Drew
Ryan drove home Pallino and Brandon on a
single to cut the lead to 5-3. M SC scored two
more runs in the eigth to tie the game at 5-5.
Joe Critelli doubled and then Kennedy drove
him home on a single. However, Scranton
scored the go-ahead run on an error by Bran
don and came away with a tough 6-5 win.

scored four runs as Tim North and Critelli
scored on R B I singles by Pallino and Kennedy.
Starter Drew Ryan was relieved by Luis
Torres who pitched the final inning to help
nail down a 5-3 victory.
In game two, M SC received a fine perfor
mance from starting pitcher Jo e DeMiro, and
emerged with a 9-5 victory. M SC took com
mand o f the game early as the Hawks scored
seven runs in two innings. Key hits were Rob
DiLaurenzo’s two run double which scored
Brian Sasso and Frank Quinn, and W ilmot’s

By Al Iannazzone
Staff Writer

Trenton jumped out early taking an 8-0
lead after two frames. TSC added five
more runs in the fourth and lead 13-0.
With the ten run rule in effect Montclair
had one last chance to cut the deficit to
under ten. M SC scored two in the top o f
the fifth (in NJAC play in the first game o f
a doubleheader has the home team as the

Montclair’s women’s softball team had
just come o ff a sweep o f a doubleheader
against Glassboro moving into second place
in Division A o f the NJAC at 3-1 getting
their overall record to 11-11. They were
ready for thennext opponent,
the number one
ranked D iv i
sion HI school,
Trenton State.
T SC cam ein at
22-2 and had
not allowed a
run in its last
ten games. The
result: Trenton
sw eeps
the
doubleheader
but M SC does
not get shut
out. T h is is
d efin ite ly a
m uch
im 
proved R ed
Hawk squad.
Trenton
opened up the
first game with
three qu ick MSC second baseman Cindy Dormann had three hits
runs in the top
in the first of two games against top-ranked TSC.
o f the first but
M SC got on the board in the bottom o f the home team but in the second it switches so
inning on an R B I double by Lois Fyfe. Not M SC was the visitor),but it wasn’tenough.
only was this the first run against T SC in ten Trenton won convincingly 13-2, as
games, it was also the first earned run Koening improved to a perfect 10-0. Fyfe
was the losing pitcher, allowing seven
pitcher Jennifer Lo Presti allowed in 37
innings. M SC scored another run in the earned runs in four innings, and her record
bottom o f the third on an R B I double by dropped to 10-10. M SC now stands at 1113 and 3-3 in the NJAC.
Kim Gardenier and M SC trailed 3-2. It
Red Hawk N o tes. ..M S C faced
stayed this way until the top o f the sixth
when Trenton scored three unearned runs Glassboro earlier in the week and swept a
to take a 6-2 lead. In the next inning doubleheader 4-3 and 4-1. Lois Fyfe won
Trenton’s Patty Kinghom hit a two-run both games pitching 14 innings, while
homer to put TSC up 8-2 and that’s the way giving up only four earned runs. Her ef
it ended. Kinghom finished the game four forts earned her a spot on the NJAC Pitch
for four with three R B I’s. Fyfe was the hard ing Honor Roll for that week.
Kim Gardenier, M SC ’s third leading
luck loser for M SC. She pitched seven
innings and allowed four earned runs on hitter at .346, had her ten game hitting
only five hits as her record fell to 10-9. streak snapped in the second game against
Cindy Dormann led M SC ’s ten hit attack Trenton.
Kim Wilson who made her dramatic
with three hits and Gardenier chipped in
return in the Red Hawk Classic has de
with two.
cided not to play anymore.
In the night cap, M SC had to face Becky
Koening who was undefeated on the year.
single which scored DiLaurenzo. M SC added
one run in the fourth and one run in the eigtht
to sweep a key conference doubleheader.
H A W K N O T E S ...F re s h m a n John
Pallino continues to lead M SC in virtually all
offensive categories. He has a .371 average
with 27 R B I’s and an incredible 17 R B I’s in
18 chances with runners in scoring position
with less than two outs. “He’s one o f the
smartest players I ’ve been around,” says

Schoening...M SC has gotten strong perfor
mances from their bullpen. Torres, Kennedy,
and Ken Jenkins “have done a great
jo b ”... Schoenig won his 100th game as M SC
coach against Kean...D eM iro leads the team
with 3 wins against no losses and has a
sparkling 1.19 ERA...Pitcher Fran Gallagher
is over his arm injury which plagued him
earlier...

